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GrouPtOtak~t ASBSUkills fee protest bill
applications for Bv Sean c. Hayes
women's award The Arbiter
tary procedure.
Several motions were sub-
sequently made to reconsider
the vote to defeat the bill,
which also failed.
During gallery comments,
ASBSU Chief of Staff Imran
Ali said, "I am personally
disgusted about what you
voted on here today."
. A student who attended
the meeting to speak about
the fee increases also
expressed her disapproval,
saying that many students
would be "rriced out" of an
education i high fee increas-
es pass.
The State Board last week
approved an increase of the
maximum allowable-co-fee
increase limit by 2 percent.
have a united position.
"Unfortunately, when
Nate (Peterson) went to State
Board we'd spent the week
before trying to send that
first resolution through, and
it got shot down overnight
because people said it was
too spiteful and there weren't
enough facts in it," said
Mathias, who supported
Baldwin's resolution. "When
Nate went there he didn't
have any support behind
him."
The suddenness of the res-
olution's defeat left many
Senators in an apparent state
of confusion.
A motion was made to
debate the bill after it had
been defeated, which ASBSU
adviser Rob Meyer said vio-
lated the Senate's parliamen-
many of us. It almost seemed
like a personal vendetta. 1
don't think it was written
that way, 1 just think it came
across that way," said
Senator Lee Vanderboegh. "I
think it would have been a
negative statement if we
would have sent that bill (to
the State Board of Education)
worded that way."
However, Baldwin said
that many Senators were
unaware that her resolution
was the only legislation that
could have been passed in
time for the State Board to see
prior to making its decision
regarding the fee increase.
Some felt that Senate's
defeat of the resolution with-
out debate signaled to the
Board and students in the
gallery that ASBSU' did not
expect opposition because
the resolution had already
been on the Senate table
twice, and passed through
committee, with few
changes.
Opposition to Baldwin's
resolution carne when
Senators Aaron Calkins,
Bradley Saito and Aaron
Granden sponsored another
resolution, stating, "ASBSU
is opposed to a fee increase of
more than 10 percent unless
the administration can con-
vincingly prove that all other
means of preventing such an
increase nave been exhaust-
ed."
Many senators felt that the
wording of the second reso-
lution was less harsh.
"(Baldwin's resolution)
sounded a little off the cuff to
The ASBSU Senate last
Tuesday defeated a resolu-
tion opposed to what was
then projected as a 15 percent
potential fee increase.
Surprising to the legisla-
tion's sponsor and students
attending the meeting in the
gallery, tho resolution was
defeated without any debate.
Recently re-elected
Senator Brooke Baldwin,
who sponsored the legisla-
tion, believes that the prob-
lem occurred when Senator
Chris Mathias motioned to
send the resolution on to
President Nate Peterson
without first motioning for
debate.
Baldwin said she did not
Soroptomist International
of Boise Isaccepting applica-
tions for its Women's
Opportunity Award. This
award helps mature female
heads of households obtain
the education and skills
training needed to improve
their employment status.
Eligibility requirements
require participants to be
responsible for the financial
support of themselves and
their dependents, be enrolled
in or accepted in a vocation-
al-skills training program or
an: undergraduate degree
program and in financial
need. This year the
Soroptomist Club of Boise
will award up to $1,500.Call
the Women's Center at 426-
4259 for an application or for
more information.
.~ I
Students
elect 8
new
senators
Naked people everywhere
BoiseState
announces sum-
mer plan to
reduce energy use
In 'a move to conserve
energy, Boise' State
University will implement a
four-day academic schedule
with longer class periods for
the 2002summer session that
begins May 20.
In addition to the new
summer session schedule,
Boise State will close most of
its buildings on Friday after-
noons during the summer to
reduce cooling expenses.
Most of the university's sum-
mer energy dollars are spent
on afternoon cooling. .
Employees will continue
to work a 40-hour week by
extending their work day
one hour on Mondays
through Thursdays. The 4.5
day work week will be in
effect May 20 through Aug.
16.
Auxiliary units such as
the' Student Union and
Pavilion are exempt from the
reduced hours because they
generate. revenue from off-
campus clients who use the
facilities. .
In addition to the summer
changes, the university has
already started on a plan to
heat or cool buildings only
during official business
hours. Heating and cooling
hours are also being reduced
on the weekends and classes
are being consolidated in
fewer buildings when possi-
ble.
The university continues
to upgrade heating and cool-
ing systems by installing
computerized temperature
controls in several buildings.
",1<.
By Sean c. Hgyes
tt« Arbiter
The initial run of online vot ..
ing ran smoothly, but the move
to push all votes online: may
have cost ASBSU some votes
and contributed to the .lew
voter turnout. Just over 400
votes were cast. .. .
All the incumbents made' it
back into office with the high-
e~t voting totals going to ~ng-
time Senators Ftanasco
Pedraza and Brooke Baldwin,
Write-in candidate Uliana
Rodriguez, Lacey RaJlUlclI·
O'Brien and Melissa HanciJdc .
failed to make the cut. . .'. . .
Winners by votes casts.
82:
69
48
47
31
2921
27
Francisco Pedraza
Brooke Baldwin
Ali Ishaq
Winnie Tong
Crystal Hammari
Jacquie Bair
Jennifer Scott
Lindsay Vandenberg
Photo by Ted Hormon, TheAtbII ...
"She should have been grounded by golly!" said Missy CunnlnQham In regards to Mercedes Cardoza's work. For additional
coverage ofthe opening reception for the bachelor of fine arts thesis exhibit "Untitled 13", turn to paQe six
State Board raise fees . :enate SilYS no,
o drug testing
By Seqn C. Hayes The resolution, sponsored
The Arbiter by Bradley Saito and. Aaron
Calkins, states as its purpose:
"To verify that students who
hold ASBSUpositions do not
use illegal narcotics." .
The resolution is supp?rt~
ed with the arguments that
marijuana is an illegals~
told the state board that
increased student feeswere the
only way of loosening the wal-
let restrictions.
Even before Governor Dirk
Kempthorne ordered a 3 per-
cent holdback for state support,
BSUofficialssaid program cuts
and layoffs could be forecasted
in light of an ominously low
budget.
If the school increases stu-
dent fees by 10percent, then of
the 2,100members of BSUstaff,
88jobs are in peril.
decisions made from 'the state
board.
The budget dilemmas result
from both lower tax collections,
which currently are below the
expectations of a considerably
low year. Therefore Idaho
schools arc preparing for as
much as an 11 percent reduc-
tion in state support next year.
Officials said they are weary
and hesitant to cut programs
and staff, and when devising a
plan preparing for the budget
dilemma, University officials
.
By Arbiter stgff
The Idaho State Board of
Education met last Thursday in
Lewiston and authorized stu-
dent free increases of up to 12
percent next year, which will
not save all the teaching posi-
tions at risk of being cut at
BoiseState.
Final decisions of student
feeswill not be made until next
year. Procedures of increases
begin with hearings at the insti-
tutionallevel, and finalize with
A resolution stating that
ASBSU officials should be
subject to drug testing did
not sit well with the ASBSU
Senate, which defeated the
legislation 7-6 in first reading,
before it had even been sent
to committee.
Associate profes-
sor to publish
work . !.1
Sharon Tabor, associate
professor of networking and
telecommunications, will
have her article, "Success
Factors in e-Commerce
Adoption: An Analysis of An
Early Adopter Airline," rub-
lished in the [ourna of
Information Technology
Cases and Applications.
seeTESnNG on PCJ. 8
Frank Church Conference
Remembrance of former Idaho
senator sparks energetic dialogue
"It is simplistic to say ser- Gardner, the executive direc-
By Laura Wylde and vice men and women are at tor of the Northwest Energy
Colleen McCleary risk in order to protect gas EfficiencyAlliance, who spoke
The Arbiter prices," Brooks said. at the first panel session titled,
Speakers in the opening "Resource Options and
The 18th Annual Frank forum included Governor Dirk Conservation."
Church Conference on Public Kempthorne, Former Idaho Gardner suggested buying
Affairs lasted all day Friday Senator Jim McClure and for- appliances with the Energy
focusing on the energy crisis, mer Montana Congressman Star symbol on them or energy
most specifically the impact on Pat Williams. efficient light bulbs in order to
western states. Williams talked about the use less electricity at home.
"Lights Out in the energy crisis of this past sum- "Lower bills mean more
American West? Oil, Water, mer, comparing it to the encr- disposable income in your
Gas and Conservation Under gy crisis suffered during the community," she said.
Stress" involved four forums '70s. McClure noted in the open-
with three to five speakers, "Perhaps one day, sooner ing forum that energy effects
and highlighted two "keynote rather than later we will face different parts of the regions
addresses from Theodore an energy crisis. It will make differently. He said it is normal
Roosevelt IV, the chairman of the energy crisis of the '70s for us in the West to drive
the board, League of look like a tea party," Williams many miles.to attend a confer-
Conservation Voters, and Leon said. ence.
Panetta, former White House Kempthome said the ener- He also said the West was a
chief of staff. gy shortage the west faces is a natural rich area.
Karl Brooks, a professor "problem in remission and lies "Almost our total economy
from the University of Kansas, coiled to strike at any time. We is based on resources from
. delivered the opening address, could be facing this energy cri- coal,wind, sun and water," he
saying that last year, during sis for the next two decades." said.
the discussion deciding the conse.rvation was empha- Mc.Clurealso" said decision-
topic for the this year's confer- sized;;t many of the speakers makers in the west "should
ence was narrowed down to throu out the day. look at the choices other parts
rtIOIObv~Bi'aftIlod.1IMtAltlller focus on either terroristrt or the ' e black and brownouts of the country have made in
"Gov.DirkKemptl10me helps open the 18th annual Frank Church energy crisis. He said at the in California remind us of how the past' and .hope. to· learn
'.•....'", . Conference at the Groce Jordan Ballroom. -. =:li:~=med to be,the :~~~:te~ T iM=g:: see CHURCH Qft".2
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Student Programs Board
p.re~se.enn~ts"Sex Matters"
~gat 7 p.m. today in'.
the" Hatch . Ballroom.
Admission is free' for BSU
students, faculty and staff,
and '$1 for general admis-
sion. Call426-2162 for more
information. .
The Meridian School
District and the American
Red Cross present a benefit
entitled, "Tribute to Heroes"
at 7 p.m. today in the
Morrison Center Main Hall.
Tickets are $5 at Select-a-
Seat. Call 426-1110 Or visit
www.idahotickets.com for
ticket information.
Guest speaker Arun Raha
lectures from 7 to 9 p.m.
today in the Student Union
Farnsworth Room. The Boise
State economics department
presents this free event. Call
426-3351 for more informa-
tion.
A guest pianist, Thomas
Otten, will gIve a free master
class at 7 p.m. today at the
Morrison Center Recital
Hall. He will perform in con-
cert at 7:30 p.m, Monday.
The . Boise State music
department presents this free
event. Call 426-3980 for more
information.
Noon Tunes plays from
11:30 a.m, to 1 p.m. Tuesday
at the Student Union Public
Forum Lounge.
Bogus Basin Ski Club pre-
sents a Warren Miller ski
film, "Cold Fusion," at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday in the
Morrison Center Main Hall.
Tickets are $13 at Select-a-
Seat. Call 426-1110 or visit
www.idahotickets.com for
more information.
The BSU Association of
Office Professionals
(BSUAOP) annual Holiday
Luncheon and Auction will
begin at 11:30 a.m. and con-
tinue until 1:30 p.m. Tuesday
in the Student Union Hatch
Ballroom. Call 426-3434 or
426-1368 for more informa-
tion.
CHURCH
from DO, 1
Suicide symposium succeeds
help guide us or provide a would really "We had 200
roadmap.". like to see "We would like to cases studied of
To help accomplish that develop out of' • ,I kids who
goal, the symposium included this confer- gave survIvors oJ attempted sui-
speakers from local, state, and ence," said suicide an oppor- cide here in the
federal government who W 0 11he i m , tunity to find out Treasure Valley
spoke on a wide range of top- "We would h and we've been
ics pertaining to suicide. like to give what t e resources able to profile
Speakers. included Lt. survivors of are for them. It's this kids to find
Governor Jack Riggs, Col. suicide an rt ,I I . out what moti-
David Litts from the Surgeon opportunity to pa OJ ouiertng vates them,"
General's Office, and Boise find out what the stigtt!a of said Clark.
Mayor Brent Coles. the resources suicide. " Organizers hope
Dr. Peter Wollheim of the are for them. to release the
Communications Department It's part of com pie ted
and one of the organizers of lowering the - Dr. PeterWoUhelm, study some
the event said that suicide sur- stigma of sui- Communications Dept. . point in the near
vivors in Idaho have few cide." future.
resources available to them. Workshop organizers also Organizers were very
"Idaho is one of the states presented the initial findings pleased with attendance.
that does not have a suicide of new research on suicide in Despite comyetition from the
plan and that's one thing we the Treasure Valley. BSU footbal game and the
Sensor can sniff out
drunken drivers
By Andy Benson
tain concentrations of fumes,
specifically those from someone
who was above the 0.08 legal
blood alcohol level.
They also wanted to deter-
mine whether the energy pro-
duced from alcohol fumes pass-
ing over the sensor could be
converted to a signal transmit-
ted to a police car.
Experiments were per-
formed with the test van's win-
dows rolled up and down. The
van was filled with perfume to
see whether the sensor could
differentiate between alcohol
types. Temperature and humid-
ity were varied.
"So far, we get a robust signal
that is unaffected by these
things," said Sia Ardekani, chair
of the UTA civil and environ-
mental engineering department.
Dr. Ardekani said the idea
behind the effort is to make it
easier for police to catch drunk-
en drivers.
"This gives police probable
cause" to pull over a driver, Dr.
Ardekani said. "If you suspect a
driver is drunk based on a sig-
nal from the sensor, the officer
can stop them and administer a
Breathalyzer."
An Arlington police traffic
supervisor said he thinks the
idea would be difficult to imple-
ment.
"It's a wonderful idea, but
we have enough trouble getting
judges to rut interlock devices
on ears 0 repeat DUl offend-
ers," Sgt. Bill Stallsworth said.
''We still have about half of all
our fatalities caused by drunk
Boise Holiday Parade, partici-
pation remained high on
Saturday. .
"The turnout has been
spectacular. Yesterday we
probably 200 participants.
Today we have maybe two
thirds of that," said Clark.
"Considering that we are com-
peting with other events, we
feel pretty jacked."
The symposium concluded
Saturday night with partici- .
pants bringing shoes and
canned food to the Student
Union Building for a memori-
al ceremony- The shoes sym-
bolized loved ones who have
committed suicide and will be
donated to the Salvation
Army for distribution among
needy families.
Watchdog agency wants
Red Cross to be more
candid about donations
drivers. Something's got to be
done."
Putting sensors in every
vehicle would be a stumbling
block.
"The big problem is civil lib-
erties and the invasion of priva-
cy," said Carol Lewis, director
of the Center for Transportation
Research and Training at Texas
Southern University in
Houston, a partner in the pro-
ject. .
''We're pretty certain that at
this point, this device could be
used just like the locking devices
that judges put on repeat DUl
offenders' cars. It's going to
have to be part of a punitive
action. The desire at first was
that it could be pre-emptive, but
I don't think it can."
Lawmakers and the courts
must iron out the constitutional
issues before the technology
could be put into general use,
said Ed Kolesar, a TCU engi-
neering professor who helped
develop the sensor.
"This is going to have to be
balanced with what society
would consider a sacrifice of a
certain level of personal free-
doms to gain a margin of safe-
ty," Dr. Kolesar said.
Michael Linz, a Dallas attor-
ney with the American Civil
Liberties Union, said such a sac-
rifice is a bad bargain.
''The idea that they would be
put in every vehicle is a serious
privacy issue," he said.
"Big Brother watches us
enough without something like
thi"s,
pSU News Serylces
A longtime 'Boise State
University biology professor
who was considered "an icon
of the institution" will be
remembered in a memorial
celebration at 3:30 p.m. on
Tuesday-, Nov. 27 in the uni-
versity s Special Events
Center.
Former students, col-
leagues, and friends are invit-
ed to attend the memorial in
honor of Harry K. Fritchman
Il, who died Sept. 8 in Boise of
natural causes at age 78.
Fritchman was an outstand-
ing educator who "influenced
the lives of countless medical
personnel here and across the
country," said Russell J.
Centanni, a Boise State biology
professor.
"He was one of a kind,"
said Centanni of "K," as
Fritchman was commonly
called. "This gathering is an
opportunity for his many
friends to honor him."
By Kevin Murphy
The Arbiter
Boise State hosted the
"Suicide: Attitudes, Skills,
Knowledge" symposium last
Friday and Saturday with the
hope of kick-starting the cre-
ation of a statewide plan
regarding suicide prevention
in Idaho.
"Our overarching goal is
that we are hoping to draw
enough attention to the issues
that ultimately we would get
leadership from all through
the state to ultimately develop
a statewide suicide plan," said
Cindy Clark, Associate
Professor of Nursing and
workshop organizer. "We
would have a plan that would
By Jason Trahan
Knight Ridder Newspapers
WASHINGTON Its
image bruised by what critics
called misleading fund-raising
for victims of the Sept. 11
attacks, the American Red
Cross must be more candid
about donations it seeks for
future disasters, people who
monitor charitable groups said
Thursday.
Red Cross officials
announced Wednesday that the
big charity would use all $543
million contributed since Sept.
11 to its Liberty Disaster Fund
to assist people affected by the
terrorist attacks. That reversed
the agency's earlier plans to put
more than $200 million into a
reserve for future terrorist
attacks, for enhanced blood
supply operations and other
expenses.
DALLAS - Area university
researchers have developed a
dashboard sensor that not only
detects when someone is dri-
ving drunk, but also could be
used to alert police officers.
Although anti-drunken dri-
ving groups praise the device,
legal scholars - and even the
project's developers - say that it
would take an act of Congress to
make the device a practical way
to reduce the number of intoxi-
cated drivers.
University of Texa s at·
Arlington civil engineers
installed the sensor in a test van
this summer after Texas
Christian University electrical
engineers built a prototype sen-
sor.
The scientists developed the
idea of a sensor that sniffs out
alcohol based on work by
Motorola, which is developing a
replacement to traditional lithi-
um batteries for cellular phones.
Researchers found that a
. Bronco volleyball plays at chemical fuel cell exposed to
Idaho State Tuesday. ethyl alcohol produces energy
more efficiently then traditional
~ronco wrestling goes power sources. .,
agamst the University of . UTA and TCU scientists
Northern Iowa Tuesday. , wondered whether vapors fr?m
. .'::', . ".' ; c.atC9hol could produce a similar
NOV. 11';23.;, >'t;(chemiciti .'change if wafted
Thanksgiving holi4aY;B.t>i~." across a ~ranelike sensor in
State is open Nov: 2;f;bitt(i9'; .,'amoving vehicle.
classes will be. heb:t .lJOi~ ·:i'·· .They alsowondered whether
State will be' clo!>¢d b()ili' the ~r ~ similar to that in a
Nov. 22 and 23. ., ;" .:.,'; ; ·.traditional Breathalyzer - could
H.\ . be programmed to detect cer-
Tile Dallas Morning News
. from their successes ...or mis-.:dUction; Panetta said
takes." .·';:';:::'·':.~,:,:;':California froze funding for'
The . Issue of. de.r,e89-lati~,~;~<:co1t5crlration areas, .S():···
was raised thro.u~,(l~tdi(f~::\~provetnent. to a balanced
ent panels albeit Witli~rtairt:",l11'elwas lost. . . '
ca~~on. . . .:" '~•.' .; ,':,:)' "~'Wetnust have an integrat-
Approach (deregutatiotl}.,:<!t.1:i'ellotltce planning," he said.
ve!y. cautiously;" 'sl\il,1' ""Itt· the 70s, leadership was
Wdhams. '. forced to deal with the crisis,
U All from the Northwest· . and' American lifestyles
know. very well those states changed because of that crisis."
that dId ~ot choose to deregu- He said during the period of
late are still affected, so we are ,qisis, speed limits dropped,
left with a very uncertain .'thermostats were not allowed
future," said Tom Hill, a to go over 65 during winter
Washington lobbyist who and focus was pushed toward
spoke at the second lanel, creating energy efficient auto-
"Public Opinion an the mobiles. .
Uncertain Future." "When the oil embargo lift-
The keynote speaker, Leon cd," Panetta said, "speed limits
Pa~etta, fonner White House and thermostats went up, and
chIef of staff, also was wary of the focus on efficiency went
deregulation. down. Incentives and alterna-
"Don't follow California's tives were eliminated, and we
example," Panetta said. Rather, went back to our old habits.
he suggested we learn lessons Ultimately we are faced with
from California's experience. another crisis, and leadership
First, he said it was wrong must be willing to take risks,
for California to assume that not simply tell the people what
competition would instantly needs to be done."
take place. He also said that Tom Hill, from the second
California st~addled ~e fence panel said, "most people don't
on deregulation, causmg con- know enough about the situa-
fusion around the state about tion to really have an informed
wh~t de?sion ~as being made. opinion," and so the impor-
Califorma also Ignored a grow- tance of creating dialogue with
ing demand for energy pro- the conference.
~~~------+LII.i".~,~·
AIR NATIONAL GUARD ~
.Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Full-Time Students!!! ~
* Montgomery GI Bill * Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
* State Tuition Assistance * Cash Bonuses
* Student loan Repayment Program
.For.More Information contact:
;:TSgt Rod Elson .
"c'\~~a~S597,~r (800) 6~1-3909
FMe/ 1&1U' Fu/1U"I1
Fritchman graduated from
Boise Junior College in 1946
and completed his education
at the University of California
at Berkeley where he received
his bachelor's, master's and
doctoral degrees in zoology.
He returned to BJC in 1954 and
spent the next 34 years as a fac-
ulty member of what would
eventually become Boise State
University, teaching countless
students in the biology depart-
ment and serving as adviser to
pre-medical students.
Fritchman also served for a
number of years as chairman
of the biology department and
received many honors, includ-
ing several Distinguished
Professor awards and being
recognized as the 1973 Boise
State alumnus of the year.
"K will be missed," said
Centanni. "Those of us
touched by his style, wit, can-
dor, pet ~ves and integrity
will Cherish those memories
for years to come."
When the Red Cross set up
the Liberty Fund, "The message
in most peoples' minds was
that 100 percent would go to
victims' families and relief
work," said Daniel Borochoff,
president of the American
Institute of Philanthropy, a
charity watchdog agency based
in Bethesda, Md .
The Red Cross has always
used major disasters to raise
money for other relief needs,
spokesman Darren Irby said
Thursday, and that will not
change.
Big disasters, such as hurri-
canes, generate a lot of dona-
tions for their victims, he said,
but people who lose their
homes in a fire or flood are no
less needy.
"We provide the same ser-
see RED CROSS on Pli. 8
Pregnant?
and need help ...
FREE
Pregnancy test
'BIRTHRIGHT
1101N. 28th Boise, Idaho 83702
Be342-1898All help Is confiderttlal.and free1-800-550-4900
~a~ .....C~ecreation, Education and Awareness of Community Health
REACti TOI'~'~:::";~~~;~~;~Health Fair
, in conjunction with Human
Resources Annual Benefits
When: Wednesday, November 28th
10:00 am -2:00 pm
Where: Boise State University Jordan Ballroom
in the Student Union Building
.Cost: Free
___ .__ --,_"yb-- '
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To Your Health
Institute targets Hispanics for clinical trials
By Christine Morris
Knight Ridder Newspapers
MIAMI - Hispanics, the nation's
largest minority group, make up an
unacceptably small fraction of those
who participate in clinical trials of
new drugs and medical treatments -
~ trend the federal government is try-
mg to reverse.
At the root of the problem is lack
of awareness and, in much of the
country, lack of access to health care,
~oc~ors sar' Now, a nationwide ini-
tiative 0 the National Cancer
Institute, with a regional center at the
University of Miami, is trying to
change that with public service cam-
paigns, research targeted at
Hispanics and training for Hispanic
students and researchers.
By Connie Lauerman
By Molly Martin
The Seattle Times
Some poor folks in search
.of hangover cures might turn
to the Internet, where at least
182,000 Web pages offer sci-
ence. pseudo-science, folk
remedies and bottomless
wishful thinking.
I, however, need look no
further than some of my very
own nieces, nephews and
n's-in-Iaw, whose youth and
vigor afford them the luxury
of over-imbibing, suffering -
and recovering quickly
enough to want to do it all
again.
Most of them swear by a
big, greasy meal the morning
after, which has at least a
smidgen of scientific support,
since high-fat foods slow
absorption of alcohol. Hung-
over ancient Romans knew
"Hispanics' involvement in these
trials is important as there are differ-
ences between Hispanics and non-
Hispanics in terms of income, educa-
tion, cancer risks and cancer occur-
rence," said Dr. Edward Trapido, a
cancer control expert at the
University of Miami's Sylvester
Comprehensive Cancer Center.
Trapido directs the southeast center
of Networks in Action ("Redes en
Accion"): Cancer Training, Research
and Awareness.
Just as South Florida's Hispanic
population differs markedly from
that of the rest of the country, so does
its record in some medical trials.
Nationwide only about 6 percent of
participants in National Cancer
Institute trials are Hispanic, but at
NCI's South Florida site, Mount Sinai
Medical Center, the number is 17 ical center conducting a drug trial.
percent. Transportation for the weekly visits
"We are the only ones who are an required by the trial may be an over-
absolute exception to ~ nl w h elm i n g
the rule," said Dr.~ '~~ obstacle.
Enrique Davila,' co- ..' 0
director of Mount .";,,
Sinai Comprehensive .• " • Whatever
C,,,,,,, Center. "When I . •. . the cause of the
am asked why I am so sue- ' problem, getting
cessful at doing that, I'm not sure I more Hispanics to partici-
can give an adequate answer. It has pate is "a serious issue that
more to do with socioeconomic sta- we need to address in a very
tus than with any ethnic factors." ~ proactive fashion," said Dr.
South Florida Hispanics, in gener- 0 Rodolfo Alejandro, who con-
al, are better off economically than ducts clinical studies at the
Hispanics in the rest of the country. University of Miami's Diabetes
In other areas, "access becomes a Research Institute.
huge issue," Davila said, using the He is not satisfied with Hispanic
example of a single mother with chil- response to his studies of treatments
dren at home, living far from a med- for Type I diabetes, the most serious
form of the disease. "The worst thing
is to come up with a new treatment
and then it doesn't apply because
you didn't test it in a particular pop-
ulation," said Alejandro, who
believes doctors and researchers
must reach out to specific communi-
ties.
"You have to go to them," he said.
"We have to make sure we educate
them much better on issues of differ-
ent diseases. Then we can start ask-
ing them to participate in trials."
Along with community pressure,
the federal government is forcing the
issue by attaching participation
requirements to researCh grants. "I
can assure you that we devote 30 to
50 percent of our national meetings
relate people's lifestyles to the
diseases they develop. The
majority of evidence linking
smoking and lung cancer, for
example, has come from
observational studies.
"It's obvious why we
couldn't do clinical trials,"
Greenland said. "It's clearly
viewed as an unethical thing
to do if we believe this is a
risky exposure. How can we
justify exposing people to it?"
The tobacco companies, he
said, have used that as ammu-
nition, "saying, 'How can you
implicate our product as being
risky when you don't apply
the same scientific evidence to
cigarette smoking that you do
to everything else?'"
Observational studies may
be prospective, with
researchers following partici-
pants and studying their
lifestyle over time, gathering
new information. Or they may
be retrospective, meaning
researchers compare a group
of people with a disease
against a group of people who
did not get the disease. In the
latter, participants must recall
their past habits or exposures
to potentially hazardous
agents, or information on the
record may be used.
Interventional studies, on
the other hand, are designed
to measure the effects of a
treatment or lifestyle change.
The gold standard is the
this, too: They apparently ate
fried canaries.
Today, an Egg McMuffin,
hash browns and Coke 30t
my panel's most votes, and I
wondered if that was just a
way to rationalize a trip to
McDonald's as "health-pro-
moting." Among my Seattle
relatives, Kelly says any
greasy food - chicken burger,
hamburger - does the trick,
but Coke over ice is essential.
Kristen says friends swear
it's something in the pop at
McDonald's.
"The more hash browns,
the better," adds Rory.
Homemade hash browns,
bacon and eggs probably
would do, he says, but "I am
a firm believer in the
McDonald's route in cases of
extreme hangovers because it
allows you to get the food
without smelling it as it is
Would you pay $4.95 for
professor's
notes?
Get the next beSt thing, Qu~lamlnated I'8fet'8I1CG
rJUldeB,available In 8n .-.om- IIIT8YoIsub]eets·
Ava"able at the book!Jforel
www.qulckstudy.com
.Before you panic about a study, consider the source
Hangover can be more than aching head and stomach
see HISPANICSon f)g. 8
randomized, controlled, dou-
ble-blind clinical trial. In this
type of study, researchers ran-
domly divide participants into
groups that receive either a
medication or other interven-
tion or a placebo. The
researchers follow the partici-
pants over time. Neither sub-
jects nor researchers know
which group is receiving what
intervention (that's the dou-
ble-blind part). But such trials
don't always use a placebo.
Instead a new treatment may
be compared with the stan-
dard treatment.
"If there isn't any effective
treatment out there, then
there's generally no deep con-
cern about using a placebo,"
said Dr. John Bailar, professor
emeritus at the University of
Chicago and former statistical
consultant for' the New
England Journal of Medicine.
Bailer said placebo use also
is common when doctors are
trying to find out the effects of
making some variation in a
standard treatment.
"For example, you might
have a well-tested, accepted
three-drug regimen for
leukemia and (a doctor) won-
ders, 'Can I do better if I add
Drug 4?' Well, then all the
patients would get the basic
three drugs, half would get a
new drug and half would get
a placebo that appears like
that new drug. So you can't
data about people's habits to
determine their risk when
exposed to a hazardous sub-
stance, "the size of the study
(number of participants) helps
increase the precision of that
estimate (of risk)," Greenland
said.
A study of 257 office work-
ers who used computers six to
seven hours a day was done at
the Mayo Clinic branch in
Scottsdale, Ariz., and pub-
lished in the journal
Neurology. It found that only
10.5 percent of the partici-
pants met the clinical criteria
for carpal-tunnel syndrome,
the same rate found in the
general population and less
than the researchers expected.
The finding suggests that
the long-held belief that typ-
ing on computer keyboards
contributes to the syndrome is
wrong.
The researchers said, how-
ever, that more studies with
larger groups should be done
to see whether the results
could be repeated.
"If you get a reasonable
sample size and a well-
designed, well-conducted
study, replication (of results)
can add quite a bit of'credibil-
ity to the findings," Bailar
said.
The old axiom "consider
the source" applies to evaluat-
ing information from medical
studies.
"Most doctors put most
weight on studies in leading
journals," Bailar said. "That
would be the New England
Journal, the Journal of the
American Medical
Association and then maybe a
leading journal or two in their
specialty."
Medication studies sup-
ported by pharmaceutical
manufacturers are problemat-
ic, Greenland said.
"It's been clearly shown
that (with drug companies)
there's a tendency for only
positive results to get report-
ed. There may have been neg-
ative results that have been
suppressed," he said.
Indeed, some of the
world's top medical journals
recently established a policy
reserving the right to reject
studies funded by drug com-
panies unless the sponsors
guarantee researchers' scien-
tific independence.
And Greenland cautioned
against putting much credibil-
ity in health information dis-
seminated by sensationalistic
publications such as tabloids.
In the final analysis, it's
probably best to discuss con-
cerns about medical studies
with your own doctor, who
has multiple sources of infor-
mation and can help. put the
study you heard or read about
in context.
say they're untreated. But still,
there's a placebo involved to
preserve the blinding, so that
there isn't any bias in making
observations about how well
the patients are doing."
Scientific research often
begins with laboratory experi-
ments in test tubes or with
animals. Usually, though, the
data from laboratory studies is
preliminary, and it may be
quite a while before there are
applications of the research
that would affect humans.
Nevertheless, some broad-
casters recently reported a
study about a link between
vitamin C and cancer without
much elaboration. In truth, a
laboratory test tube study by
researchers at the University
of Pennsylvania seemed to
indicate the nutrient would
damage DNA, the body's :
genetic code, a step toward
forming cancer cells.
But the study'S lead
researcher was more mea-
sured than much of the media,
telling the Associated Press
that the findings did not mean
that vitamin C causes cancer,
although he added that those
who really wanted to be cau-
tious just wouldn't use sup-
plementation.
To some extent, size mat-
ters in medical studies.
For . example, when
researchers doing observa-
tional studies are collecting
made. The smell of fresh
bacon on the stove is a night-
mare on those really bad
mornings." One hang-up:
Mickey D's breakfast service
stops at a cruel 10:30 a.m. (11
a.m, on weekends).
Perhaps with time in
mind, Mike puts hangover
stock in Dick's, specifically
its Deluxe burger, which
doubles as a hangover pre-
vention, "If you are fortunate
enough to be able to choke
one down before bed!"
Drinking less - or not at all -
is an even more effective
hangover deterrent.
Mike's preferred treat-
ment is 32 ounces of water or
Gatorade before going to
sleep. Liquids do help offset
symptoms from the dehy-
drating effects of alcohol.
Lisa in D.C. claims she has
never had a hangover but has
"heard" of a tradition there
involving an all-night diner's
down-home comfort food,
such as meatloaf and mashed
potatoes.
Likewise, says Sarah in
Georgia, "I, of course, would
never let my fun get so out of
hand that I would be hurting
the next morning," but she
could heartily recommend a
burger with blue cheese,
bacon and hot-wing sauce for
brunch at an Atlanta restau-
rant called The Treehouse-
"They'll also make you a
mimosa before noon on
Sunday, if you're into that
kind of thing. Not me. Not
into that kind of thing.
Nope."
That last part would be an
example of "the hair of the
dog" (not to mention "sar-
casm"). So is the Bullshot: 3
ounces hot water, 1 ounce
vodka, one beef bouillon
cube. Kristen has friends who
go the Bloody Mary route,
"But they sometimes keep
drinking after that, so getting
drunk again will certainly
make you forget your hang-
over." Or delay its symp-
toms.
Repercussions, by the
way, can go beyond
headache and upset stomach.
An examination last year of
108 studies since 1965 found
hangovers can increase blood
pressure and heart rate,
putting people with heart
problems at greater risk for
heart attack. they also may
make platelets in the blood
stickier, which could increase
the chance of clots. People
with hangovers can have
decreased reaction time
(attention: drivers, pilots and
heavy-macWnery operators),
less ability to
concentrate and
lower manager-
ial skills.
Chronic hang-
overs might be
a sign of alco-
holism.
Aspirin,
acetaminophen
and ibuprofen
may ease some
hangover
symptoms, but
also can irritate
an already-
stressed liver.
Other reme-
dies might be
questioned on
d iff ere nt
grounds, such
as rubbing a
freshly cut
lemon on the
armpits before going to bed.
Both Kelly and Mike have
tried it, and say it seemed to
prevent a hangover the next
day. Mike has a caveat, how-
ever.
"I'm not convinced it had
anything to do with the
lemons other than if you are
able to slice and rub a fresh
lemon under your armpit
before bed, 1) you're drunk,
and 2) you're not that
drunk," so maybe a hangover
wasn't inevitable, he said.
"I think the urban legend
is that the lemon juice helps
you retain fluid that staves
off dehydration. By that rea-
soning, we might as well put
duct tape under our armpits
or wear a lot of antiperspi-
rant."
Web sites on those reme-
dies are under construction.
GETTING HIS NUMBER WAS EAS~
REMEMBERING HIS NAME WASN't.
There's a way out Just call the new and Improved QWest 411, give us the'informatlon you have -like a number -
and we'll fill in the rest -like a name and an address. Everything should be so easy•.
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By JessIca Auer designer threads and instead saunter
around in anything depicting the
While standing in line at the gro- American flag or New York Oty
cery store the other day I noticed a with a heart, as though to prevent
harried checker sporting a little Senator McCarthy returning from his
American flag pin on her lapel as she grave to point an accusing finger at
scanned a never ending torrent of them. A teenager wore an anti-war T-
food, much of which is now being shirt to school in West Virginia and
packaged in red, white, and blue. got thrown out for refusing to take it
The pin was upside off because the school
down, which is a national G t board believes dissidence
signal of distress. ~~ is dangerous to the sense
Although it was upside 0 ., of harmony. Peace
down likely inadvertent- B1lll0n protests go unreported by
IX, that little pin spoke the media because
more honestly than any other flag according to them we stand united.
I've seen since America was attacked Corporations throw their dirty
two months ago. money at aid organizations (all tax
America has gone war crazy. All deductible of course) and then take
of a sudden everyone's a patriot and out big advertisements touting how
if you're not waving a flag and curs- proud they are to be charitable
ing Afghanistan then you might as Americans. The economy is shot, but
well be a terrorist. corporate advertising wags its
According to some clothing greedy finger at us and assures us
advertising I've seen lately covering that the only way to prove ourselves
your ass with 'old glory' is not disre- loyal Americans is by maxing out
spectful-it's a fashion statement.· every credit card we possess.
Celebrities have ditched their Daily the news shows citizens all
but stripping their clothes off and
throwing their bags at security
guards, begging to be searched.
According to the mainstream media
Americans don't want their civil lib-
erties anymore, they're ready to
embrace 'Big Brother' and welcome
him home to stay.
Men in suits, surrounded by
armed bodyguards, urge us to go
about our lives as "normal," but
"normal" ceased to exist after Sept.
11. How can anything be deemed
normal when anthrax is no longer
the name of an old-school heavy
metal band? When magazines read
like terrorist handbooks, pointing
out various targets, in case anyone
with mass weapons of destruction
has run out of ideas?
Afghanistan is being reduced to
dust, but then it really didn't have far
to go since Russia gave us a good
head start. The propaganda machine
"would like America to feel as though
our smart bombs only strike mem-
bers of the Taliban, while drops of
food rations to the starving people
below is like manna from heaven,
assuming it doesn't drop directly on
their heads.
Any Afghani with a single leg left
to hobble away on are looking for a
safe place to go, but those casting a
hopeful eye toward our Statue of
Liberty had best look elsewhere
because the 'mother of exiles' doesn't
want any more children. Lady
Liberty's torch flickers dangerously
close to extinguishment.
What's not getting reported
in the mainstream media is the pleas
of the United Nations for the U.S. to
stop the bombings just long enough
to get food and supplies into the peo-
ple of Afghanistan before winter
makes deliveries impossible.
Without additional food there will
potentially be millions dead from
starvation by next spring.
President Bush proclaimed
in his speech the other day that, "We
choose the dignity of life over a cul-
ture of death. We choose lawful
change and civil disagreement over
coercion, subversion and chaos."
November 19. 200t
Not all Americans stand united
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Will the recent slowing of the economy
affect your holiday spending this
Thanksgiving - traditionally the biggest
shopping season of the year?
"Considering that Ialready
lost my job, beCiluseof recent·
econOllllCtrends. Yes it will
effect my spellding consider-
ably."
Ryan McDaniel, Junior
"1just recently lost my
job .. .li will definitely slow
dOlVlI my economy to say
tile !t'ast."
Randy King, Junior
"l'm definitely going to
budget my moneq a little bit
better. This time last year I
had a full-time job, now I'm
a student so money is
tigllter. I'm going to make a
lot of$.ifts tliis year that's
IIOW 1m going to get
around tTlat[think."
Lea Sweat, Sophomore
"No, because Cllristmas is
my favorite time of the year,
ana 1always just totally go
overboard on Christmas. 1
think our economy, one way
or another will recover."
'¥'d/;V'tj
Amy Wegner, Junior
Have I missed something? Shouldn't
Bush have finished that sentence
with, "and we'll slaughter as many
people as necessary to prove it"?
My generation has grown up
under the guise that as Americans
we are safe, as though the ocean were
a moat protecting us from the strife
of the rest of the world.
The terrorists who flew planes
into the World Trade Centers and the
Pentagon did not take red eye flights
from Afghanistan. The enemy is here
and has assimilated itself into our
melting pot of a nation.
I don't hate America. In a way I
wish I could ride the wave of blind
patriotism, wave my little flag, drop
a couple coins in the Red Cross coffer
and sleep sweetly at night, believing
that everything will really be OK
again, but I can't.
-Jessica Auer is a student majoring in
mass communication
Native Americans obsess radicals
I feel a need to expand
upon the current debate
about Native Americans.
First of all,
many of the
leftists are try-
ing to say I am
wrong that
there was a
land war
between the
U.S. and the
Indians. They
go on to say
that the superi-
or Indian cul-
ture thought
that the land
belonged to
everybody.
Leftists say that we raped the
women and killed tlie chil-
dren and men. Mr. Nate
Williams went on to say that
we committed genocide
against the Indians and that
our war was based on race.
What a bunch of crap! Our
scuffle with the Indians dur-
ing westward expansion had
nothing to do with race and
everything to do with land.
The Indians valued the
land just as much as we val-
ued the land. As evidence I
point to the fact that they
fought back to keep it. If the
Indians truly felt
that the land
belonged to every-
body, why would
they care that we
wanted to settle it?
If something
belongs to every-
body, than nobody
owns it.
The Indians
felt it was
THE I R
land. That
is why they
fought over
it.
Surely you leftists have
studied history. History
shows us that different
Indian nations fought each
other. "Different Indian
nations did not like each
other. What would cause dif-
ferent nations to fight each
other? Could it be over land?
Land that buffalo migrated to
or land that produced better
crops?
If land did not matter to
the Natives, why should it
matter that we moved tribes
across the land?
Another thing history tells
us is what Indians did to each
other during war. Gayle
Onko, who has done research
on Indians in Oregon, tells us
that warring tribes made the
losers slaves and sold the
women as whores.
Oh, by the way, speaking
of peaceful Indians, members
of my family came across the
western plains in handcarts
headed for the Utah desert.
These were peaceful people
that were just passing
through. Guess what? They
were attacked by Indians
simply because they were
white.
The point I wish to bring
out is Mr. Williams accusing
me of not thinking of the
American Indian as human.
Typical leftist response. That
is really nice to assert that I
said something that I never
said.
I never once implied that
the American Indian was not
human. In fact, I believe you
did, Mr. Williams. I am the
racist because I believe that
the American Indians can do
better for themselves. I'm
racist because I want to show
the Indians our wonderful
capitalist system where they -
can make money and provide
for their families.
Let's compare this to your
option. People like you want
to keep them on a parcel of
land, give them money each
year and hope they don't yell
too. loud. That is how you
treat a dog. You keep a dog in
the kennel, give them food
and hope they don't bark too
loud.
What happened has hap-
pened. I do not feel sorry for
it and I am not responsible
for it either. My desire is to
put the past behind us and
move forward together with
ALL Americans regardless of
race or origin. It is about time
you so-called progressives
start thinking of rositive
solutions instead 0 sitting
around calling us people
moving forward racist, sexist,
hate-mongers.
Cherishing the imperfect has rewards
By Pete Sulllygn exactly what to expect andwill not accept anything less.
Of course, it's good to
know your car will start and
your food won't be rotten. But
when we accept nothing but
perfection in our lives and for
our possessions, we become as
predictable as those in
Ruskin's world.
To counter this predictabil-
ity, and the materialism at the
root of it, a new, appropriately
grassroots movement is taking
shape. At its heart is simplicity
_ the idea that we live better
when we limit our consump-
tion and instead devote more
time to developing our intel-
lects and artistry.
This simplicity movement
is manifested primarily in
publications, Internet salons,
and personal lifestyle changes.
To many, the ideals of sim-
plicity sound lofty but are out
of reach. It is admittedly diffi-
cult to take such a radical
departure from American cul-
ture.
But it is in fact possible to
find a degree of simplicity.
One way that is increasingly
cited is a modem interpreta-
tion of wabi-sabi.
Wabi-sabi has its founda-
tions in 15th-century Japan. It
arose as a rejection of the
refined hedonism of the impe-
rial court. Instead of valuing
wealth and power, the idea is
to treasure the simple tasks
and things that connect us
with other humans and the
earth.
Your life probably seems
far removed from that of 15th-
century Japan, but according
to Robyn Lawrence, editor of
Natural Home, there are many
little things you can do to
make your life more natural
through wabi-sabi. For exam-
ple, instead of shopping for
new clothes, you can cherish
the old things in your closet or
buy pre-owned clothes.
Although they may not be
quite as flashy, they are more
genuine and in their history
lies intangible beauty.
Wabi-sabi can be incorpo-
rated into our lifestyles in
more profound ways. We may
consciously choose not to
wear ourselves out in the
never-ending rat race for
wealth. Instead, we can take a
step back, accept less money
and prestige, while giving
more time to the things that
make our lives worthwhile on
a personal level.
Wabi-sabi is about celebrat-
ingthe beauty in what is
flawed and recognizing that
nothing is permanent; nothing
is perfect. In doing so, we
accept the transience of earth-
ly objects and take pleasure in
simple things that bear the
mark of that transience.
This type of thinking may
seem odd at first in a material-
istic age where perfection is
overvalued. But, as Ruskin
noted, when we cherish the
imperfect, our lives and our"
world become more genuine.
The Daily Cougar (U.
Houston)
HOUSTON When
British writer" John Ruskin
wrote the line "To banish
imperfection is to destroy
expression" in the 1850s, he
was referring to the degrada-
tion of workers and their
crafts in the emerging indus-
trial system.
At that time, uniform per-
fection in consumer goods
became the ideal and so the
individual· expression of
workers and craftsmen
declined. Where some saw an
efficient, productive system,
Ruskin saw one without a soul
where workers were
automatons and their prod-
ucts bland and identical.
Ruskin's critique is still rel-
evant today. In the United
States, all but the poor are able
to obtain a vast number of
flawless products. When we
buy material items, we know
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Broncos beat down Spartans
By Parrln Shindle plaining (about the weather)
so we went right for the
throat," Putzier said. "We
planned our first three plays.
We were going deep."
ltdidn't get any better
from there for the Spartans.
The Broncos scored three
more times before the half
taking a 28-0 lead into the
locker. room, then exploded
for four mores scores in the
third quarter alone.
Putzier ended the game
with six catches for 191 yards
and three touchdowns,
putting together another out-
standing game. Jay Swillie
added six grabs for 84 yards
and a score.
Dinwiddie had another
great game going 18-for-27
for 348 yards and four touch-
downs. Brock Porsey had
another 100-yard game with
21 rushes for 121 yards and
three touchdowns.
The Spartans .
dropped to 3-4 in the WAC
and 3-7 overall. Boise State
moved up to 6-2 in the WAC
and 7-4 overall and now
await a decision on a bowl
bid. The Broncos will host
Central Michigan on Nov. 24
at 1:05 p.m.
The Arbiter
Midway through the
fourth quarter of the Boise
State, San Jose State game,
Spartan quarterback Marcus
Arroyo hit Edell Shepherd for
a 30-yard touchdown pass,
converting on an interception
thrown by Boise State.
Of course nobody was
there to see it after Boise State
had already scored 56 points
through three quarters,
racked up 555 yards of
offense, and held a "record
setting" offense to a measly
183 total yards.
Boise State's defense
played an unbelievable game
holding the 20th ranked pass-
ing offense in the country to
just 129 yards en route to a
56-6 pummeling in front of
and announced crowd of
24,388 at Bronco Stadium on
Saturday.
Itwas also evident that the
Broncos' offense was going to
have a field day with the
Spartan's defense on the sec-
ond play of the game when
Ryan Dinwiddie hit [eb
Putzier fo:: an 80-yard touch-
down pass.
"The coaches overheard
them (San Jose State) com-
Pholo by Ted Hannon, The Arbller
Boise State's JebPutzier celebrates after making a touchdown In the 3rd quarter ••
Boise State basketball
The good news for the
Boise State men's basketball
team is that their defense came
out and held Portland State's
offense to 60 points in the first
regular season game in the
Pavilion.
The bad news is the Bronco
offense scored a mere 53
points in the losing effort and
broke apart at the seams in
doing so.
Now, anyone for the ugly
news? Remember the Big Sky
Athletic Conference that Boise
State left behind a few years
ago to pursue bigger and
things? Well Portland State is
now representing that confer-
ence and did a pretty good job
Saturday night as they
knocked off Western Athletic
Conference member BSU in
front of 7,000 frustrated fans.
By the way, the first-game win
for the Vikings matches
Portland State's entire number
of road wins last season.
After an impressive pre-
season start, the Bronco
offense came together early in
the first half and looked to
have things under control as
they strolled into the locker
room. They carried a lead of
Expectations rise for
Lady Broncos in loss
Bronco Men Hit
Nothing but Air in
Home Opener
The Arbiter
By pguln Shindle
'points in the paint at 32-30.
BYUhad just one more second
chance point and only two
fewer turnovers. Even
rebounding was close with
BYU grabbing 33 boards to
BoiseState's 28.
"They were just hitting
their shots," Mandy Welch
said of why BYUcame out on
top.
That may be the one reason
as BYU shot 59 percent from
the field in the second half and
54 percent overall. But Boise
State did shoot a decent 46
percent.
One of the sharp shooters
that shot the lights out for BYU
was there pre-season All-
American guard Erin Thorn.
Thorn made 10 of her 13 field
goal attempts scoring a game
high 26 points, 17 of those
points coming in the second
half.
Mandy Welch was another
bright spot for the Lady
Broncos scoring 18 points and
grabbing four rebounds.
Heather Little, another fresh-
man, contributed good min-
utes with seven points and
three rebounds in just 12 min-
utes.
32-27before the second half of
play began, but then fell apart
altogether in the deciding
minutes of the game.
At the start of the second
half it appeared. the same
Boise team had come out and
picked up where they left off
as they increased their lead by
7 with the help of an Abe
Jackson 3-pointer.
However, things would go
from decent, to bad, and then
to worse very quickly- for the
Broncos as they failed to capi-
talize on free throws, open
jump shots, and Viking
turnovers.
The Broncos made one field
goal in the last 11 minutes of
the game and committed 15
second-half turnovers. BSU's
go-to guy, Abe Jackson, wilted
under pressure as he gave the
ball back to Portland State two
times off turnovers in key pos-
sessions to keep the Broncos
out of contention.
Keep in mind however that
Jackson is the only reason
Boise wasn't blown out. He
finished with 24 points and hit
several big shots behind the
arc. True freshman, Jason Ellis,
was next on the scoring list as
he ended the night with 11
points.
By Steve Gowgns
The Boise State women's
basketball team lost its season
opener to BYU 85-72 Friday
night in the Pavilion, but the
loss left the Lady Broncos with
a lot of confidence.
"Trish said that her expec-
tations for us have risen,"
Crista Peterson said.
Peterson led the Lady
Broncos with 23 points, 16 of
which came in the second half.
She also led Boise State in
rebounds with six.
Boise State kept the game
close with a team that made it
to the second round of the NIT
last season until there was 7:02
left in the second half. BYU,
leading 65-61, converted two
Boise State turnovers intd an
eight-point run and the lead
was 12 at 73-61.
The run came when fresh-
man Simone Grant went down
with an injury to her right
knee. Grant led the team in
steals with three, and also
pitched in four points.
Looking over the stats, not
one aspect of the game jumps
out to give reason as to why
BYU would have won the
game. Boise State had more
The Arbiter
Photo by Jeremy Branstad, The Arbiter
Boise State's Trevor Tillman puts up a shot over an Albertson
College player.
Sports Calendar
Women's Basketball
11/ 23 against Idaho at home 7pm
Men's Basketball
11/20 at Utah 7 pm
11/24 against Idaho at home 7:30pm
Football
11/24 against C. Michigan at home 1:05pm
Wrestling
11/21 at Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls, IA
11/23 Northern Open in River Falls WI
11/25 at Minnesota in Minneapolis 1700pm
Volleyball
11/21 at Idaho State 7:00pm
11/ 23 at Utah State 7:00pm
~) Indoor Facility
~~Rentals
.~ Sales
~ Group Rates
~'Reserv(Jtions Available
(I T,o.mBuilding
Beach Club
Tanning
~ r
Congress-Bundestag youth Exchange for young Professionals
Work! Study Scholarship
Year in Germany!!! 1
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Stste Dept. sponsored Program Includes:
C
-~ International Flights-professional School
~ -German Language School
••• _. c_o _Intemshlp--Stlpends
Application (deadline -Dec. 1. 2001) and Information at
www.cdsintl.org/cbyxlntro.html
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Art students shine at thesis show
'Untitled 13' exhibits
diverstty of program
:Py J, Pqtrlck Kelly ended questions, "I AMAI AN; I AM, I AMNOT:'
Some of the written state-
ments exclaimed such words
ast'old," "hopeless," "excit-
ed":and "afraid," showing
the vulnerability and darkest
thoughts of her subjects.
Cardoza effectively captures
silly expressions and verbiage
as well.
~The project began as an
attempt to discover how we.
label ourselves in the absence
of ou.vn0st obvious and per-
'~istent means of self-expres-
sion: clothing," a snippet
from her artist statement said.
Her intrepid work is inno-
vative because it examines
people's insecurities in their
purest form: nakedness.
Artist Jason Large
unveiled two new creations
for the exhibit.
A , .mixed media piece
called "Reality Obscured,"
composed of oil on canvas
and found objects, examines
the concepts of newfound
patriotism and the sad reality
of war.
Large renders the anguish
of a smaIl child, inspired by a
real Associated Press photo of
an Afghan child in distress,
and frames him inside of a
discarded sliding-screen win-
dow. Then with broad strokes
of white paint, he creates the
imperfect "Stars and Stripes"
of our nations flag.
On the opposing side of
GaIlery 2, Christi Nogle dis-
plays four of her new paint-
ings, which are reminiscent of
nostalgic doIls and figurines.
Upon closer inspection, and
after reading her artists' state-
ment, the paintings are shed
in an entirely different light.
Her brightly-colored oil on
canvas works suggests the
suppression of the human
spirit due to religious zeal-
ously. Her paintings teIl the
story of a creative liberation,
but also warn us of the dark
side of traditional folklore.
. In flamboyant fashion,
artist Skyler Pierce crashed
his own party and brought a
dysfunctional marching band
with him. His procession
delineated images of surreal-
ism and an intentional bas-
tardization of pop culture.
With his entourage
adorned with giant animated
plastered- heads, and wacky
tubas blurting out deep
sounds, Pierce, wearing a
cow's head, led the psy-
chotropic parade into a circus
tent. The big top represents a
commercialized art factory,
spewing out consumerism on
conveyer belts in a wasteful
manner.
Coming soon: The senior
artists from GaIlery 1 in the
Liberal Arts Building.
Above: Performers
carouse as part of
Skyler Pierce's perfor-
mance art piece
"Product, production;
producer? Or monkey
business." during the
opening reception for
"Untitled 13".
Left: "Untitled", by
Jason Large.
:The Atbiter
• Collective creativity is. a
:powerful force. Intertwined
.within a cooperative belief, is:a veritable fusion .. of ilia
:minds, which has historically
'exemplified ultimate human
:inspiration.
: "In the '50s, New York City
:artists like Robert
Rauschenberg and Jasper
Johns formed cooperatives,
,essentiaIly strengthening the
:individual parts of their ere-
:ative sum.
• Friday night, in Gallery 2
:of the Hemingway Western
:Studies Center, the aesthetic
:£ruition of senior art students
-blossomed and exploded into
'a flourish of coIlective
~thought.
~ "Untitled 13," the current
Bachelor of Fine Arts Thesis
:Exhibition, fuses the lofty
imaginations of 12 senior
artists, who are showcasing
their work in Galleries 1 and 2
'through Dec. 10.
. Friday night's premiere
exemplified Boise State's
motto, "real education for
'real world," because the
:reception gave the young
artists an actual glimpse into
the world of art gallery open-
ings, minus the harsh critics.
Upon entering Gallery 2,
predominantly noticeable is
an "untitled" installation
piece by MoIlySchmaljohn. A
black-steel .fashion model
~runway cuts through the cen-
~ter of the gallery, distinctly
• creating two spheres of ere-
~ativity.
~ Atop the runway, are 28
:;aluminum-cast lower legs,
~crammed into spiky high
~'heels, suggesting modern day
;;foot binding. The legs are
~constructed by using a two-
:~part plaster mold, actually
" cast from the artists' legs.
, Her statement is that
:.women in our culture are arti-
~ficially represented and objec-
,tified, which leads to the
~deconstruction of personal
: identity, and that women
::often self-destruct trying to
,. achieve this unrealistic per-
" fection. The composition of
::Schmaljohn's work is bold
:. and industrial in nature.
The two walls on either
: side of the runway showcase
:: the C-print photography of
~Mercedes Cardoza. Her
~ exhibit is titled, "IF I AM
" WHAT I AMNOT BUTI AM
:~WHAT I AMWELLTHEN...
:~WHAT AM I?" And features
::.twenty color photographs of
; twenty naked subjects, each
~ one 'holding a dry-erase
~board, which acts as a "surro-
; gate for self-expression."
• Each subject was asked by the
~ artist to write a few words on
: the board from her open-
Photo by Ted Hannon, The ArbIter
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tAttention tA((Co((etJeStudents
Receive 10% off your Rose purchase
just by presenting your Student 101
YOU(TH) know about crime,
2273 S.Vista
'Boise
342-'ROS~
but what do YOU(TH)
know about Justice?(Some Restrictions may apply.)
Henry-White Open House
Refreshment~ Following~''l><'/ GRI,AssociateBroker Direct (2.08) 890-1800
Yes! It's Free-! FARNSWORTH ROOMSTUDENT UNION
5 TO 7 p.m.WED. DEC. 5th
INFORMATION
DRAMA
COPY OF THE SCRIPTTO
, EACHAmNDEE
Home Loan Pre:-qualification at no charge!
Takes 15minutes
1-;$7)l-467~4417
INQUIRlES
88+3114
IDC!REFORM@USQWe$t.net
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Get free help with
your writing at the
BSUWriting Center
:' LA-200,426-1298.
•::...,-------
STUDENTS
Get paid to surf the
internet. Start earning
money TODAY @
www.paidforsurf.com
I join.html?refid=cinds
: ----S'""'TU-O-E--N-'-S-I--
: REMINOERI
II ASBSU (-426-1440) provide.
" FREE ATTORNEY
•. COH8ULTAOONS
II' with • ~ privat81awy1f for
• moat ~ problem. you may
~ have.
C Including:
:: dlvarcelfamlly law
, landlord problems
;: child custody and
child support
collection and
debt problems
personal InJury and
lnaurance
workmen's
compensation
claims
DUI/crlmlnal
TAKE
ADVANTAGE I
Information:
On-Campus Call:
426-5627
On the Web:
shopt@ups.com
UPS is an Equal Opportunity,
Affirmative Action Employar.
Boise & Nampa's
Best Part-Time
Job for Students I
UnitedParcelService
Employment
[=jfLJ
~
8'50/hr [U~S
o Weekends ~t'~
hlfts avnUable '''/' GIl
to work around school
schedule
Earn $1000 - $2000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundralser.com
three hour fundraising
event. Does not involve
credit card applications.
Fund raising, dates are
filling quickly, so call
todayl Contact
Campusfundralser.com at
(888)-92:1-:1258, or visit
,
<,
c.aMBSU lor an 8(:lpOIntmwll
~:~l-.zamll:
lII'ldJoM~ofSdlrt*lOf
Il..-zMrob:'--~llP.
BolM.IO
: Students get free clas-
, sified ads! Give us a
call for more info. or to
place your ad.
I 345-8204 x119
--~-llrFAl:-
EMPLOYMENT
",those who have excellent verbal
skills and need a flexible
schedule ..,
'l ~
-.' ~:
"~;Free $50 Bookstore
,~'credit! When parents
~:stay at the beautiful,
; :historic JJ Shaw House
• iBed & Breakfast in
j. ,
i;~oise's N. end
:,';www.jjshaw.com
'~344-8899 2 nite Imin.
IMAGINE THIS:
· ~YMin~&WreteOO ~ifts~ ~~
·To~~lar·our~!avera~eP~llJ11our
· PaidTrainin~
~~UR&K1Em
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (208) 376-4480
Forum Snowboard
for Sale. JP Walker Pro
Model. 154cm wi
Ride/Preston EX
Bindings. No major
scratches. $270 aBO.
713-5028
Tanara Guitar 6 string
w I tone controls, amp
and cord. Almost new
$200 aBO Chris
424-8224
Toyota '91 Camry
CD,AI C,studded
snow tires, $3750.00
aBO call 713-5028
Compaq P200 2.4 G
Stealth video card,
mouse, & keyboard
$250 OBO Call Chris
424-8224
89 Jeep Wrangler 3
inch lift, new custom
paint job. Must see!
$7995 aBO
Call Steve 713-0514
[HoUSing I
Evergreen Suites -
Partially Furnished
private Suites by BSU.
All Utilities and Cable
TV paid - FREEHBO
843-1600 $3501 Month
2bd Townhouse For
Sale Fresh Paint,
Sharp, Convenient
bench location, close
to BSU & downtown,
$72,900.422-0592
Newer, great rental
3bed/2 full bath, liv-
ing/family rm, fridge
inc! ObI garage $925
w I sec dep, No
petsl smoking 941-5177
The Arbiter • Page 7
DILBERT®
DOG8ERT: \0 United Feature Syndicate. Inc .
OIL eERT. '(OU'RE
GOIN'G TO ELeONIA
TO SHUT DOWN OUR
ELOONIAN MUD
DELIVER'( BUSINESS.
fi MEANWHILE I'LL TELL
lOUR STOCKHOLDERS
11 THAT WE EXPECT THE
MUD DELIVERY
BUSINESS TO MAKE
HUGE
PROfITS.
~
~ UM ... IS
THIS
ILLEGAL?
THERE'S
NO LAW
AGAINST
OPTIMISM I
I CHECKED.
I'M SUPPOSEDTO SHUT
DOWN OUR ELBONIAN
MUD DELIVEIW
eUSINESS.
\.
BUT I'M A HIGHL '(
TRAINED ENGINEER
SO I WILL ANAL'(ZE
THEIR BUSINESS
MODEL AND FIX IT.
'(OU
HAVE M'(
ATIENTION.
Read the Monday edition of The
Arbiter & find the trivia question of
the week, then submit your answer
to contest@arbiteronline.com.
The correct answer will be printed
in the Thursday's edition. If you
, were right, you'll be rewarded with
two entries for the weekly
drawing-if you were wrong, your
answer will be passed around the '
office and laughed at!
Contest rules:
All e-mails must include an
answer (preferably a correct one),
your name, address and a phone
, number-so we can hunt you
down if you win.
Weekly winners will be
announced in the following
Monday edition. The Grand
Prize winner will be announced
in the Dec. 17th Finals Relief
I issue. Contest runs 08/27/01
though 12/14/01.
Okay, okay-if you were wrong,
you can still send another e-mail
to contest@arbiteronline.com
with the correct answer, and
you'll be rewarded with one entry
for the weekly drawing just for
being so persistent!
Congratulations
Rani Sutliff
last weeks winner.
The Fin~Print
All winners will be selected by a random
drawing of eligible entries. Weekly
winners will receive a prize donated by
rhar week's sponsor. All entries
containing the correct answer will be
entered into a grand prize drawing, to be
held at the end of the semester. No
purchase necessary. All prizes will be
awarded. Grand prize will be one
semester of free books, to be provided by
the BSU Bookstore. Used books will be
provided where available. This offer is
void where prohibited or restricted by
federal, state, or local laws. Employees
of The Arbiter, the BSU Student Union,
their families and government employees
are not eligible. Applicable taXes are the
sole responsibility of the winners.
U
f THE'(
! DELIVER
! MUD TOi PEOPLE
: WHO LIVE
i IN MUD.
":>
..... _I:.:.N.;..;;;,;EL;,;BO~N.;;.IA.;...._~~ IS IT BECAUSE OF ~
CAN ANYONE TELL ME ! THE GENERAL {
Wl-\'( ,(OUR MUD I ECONOMIC SLOW- !
DELIVER'( BUSINESS DOWN? DOT-COM i
IS FAILING? ANYONE? MELTDOWN? :. !
\ ;
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Provokes
7 Period of light
10 Composer
Bartok
14 Third-party
contract
15 Hitter's stat
16 Pre-owned
17 Goddess of
wisdom
18 Fermented drink
19 Health resorts
20 Massachusetts
uprising
23 Moray
24 Small amount
25 Kind of fuel
27 Trepidation
30 Blushing
32 Lion clan
33 Get-up-and-go
35 Moscow lang.
37 Pioneer
filmmaker
Browning
38 Regulates
42 Florida racing
venue
44 Fruit concoction
45 Secular
47 Washington bill
48 Holy city of Islam
50 Henpeck
52 Clumsy oafs
56 Bradley U. city
58 Hilo garland
60 Scathing review
61 Occasionally
65 Queen of
Carthage
66 Shoe tip -
67 Sharp fold
68 Yoked pair
69 "_ Not Unusual"
70 Thug's rod
71 Beatty and
Rorem
72 Hipster-
73 Bumpkins -
DOWN
1 Taunted
2 Swimmer
Williams
3 TV role for
Borgnine
© 2001 Tribune Media services, Inc
All righls reserved.
11/17/01
4 Quarry
5 Oodles
6 Grassy patch
7 Even more
dreary
8 Skilled
9 Knuckle under
10 Harder at work
11 Phil of the NHL
12 Gained support
from
13 Classifieds
21 Musical gift
22 Mouth the words
26 Spartan queen
28 Bonzo or Clyde,
for example
29 Inveigh
31 Lead balloon
34 Sch. grp.
36 _Tome and
Principe
38 Moist
39 French
obsession
40 Took note of
41 'lransqresslon
Solutions
S 1 3 >l 0 A
H 3 1 V 3 H
3 S V 3 H ~
31/\1 I .L O_l~+-
N V d I
sao
43 Part of AT&T
46 Most serene
49 Sings like Bing
51 Whiz,lead-in
53 Narcotic
54 Maiden
55 Derisive looks
57 Top room
59 Restless
62 Jot
63 Cookie selection
64 Asian evergreen
65 Put on, as ..
clothes
Mineta said. '
The legislation would cover all ai~orts
except for five yet-to-be-identified facilities of
varying size that would be permitted to
experiment with privately run security sys-
tems under federal supervision. The
Department of Transportation would choose
the five airports; their participatil;m would be
voluntary.'
House conservatives led by Rep. Tom
DeLay, R-Texas, the powerful No.3 GOP
leader, had led the fight for retaining private
firms in air security. But Senate negotiators
prevailed after Sen. Ernest "Fritz" Hollings,
D-S.C., refused to endorse any bill that did
not immediately turn over screening to-the
government.
Hollings let it be known that he was will-
ing to let negotiations go beyond
Thanksgiving, which heightened pressure on
the House to make a deal. Because it is one of
the busiest travel periods each year,
Thanksgiving became a political deadline for
Congress.
Rep. Don Young, R-Alaska, said House
conservatives were handicapped in negotia-
tions by the Senate's unusually strong biparti-
san unity behind full federalization. Last
month the Senate voted 100-0 to bring all
28,000 screeners into the federal workforce.
By contrast, DeLay had to whip hard for
every last vote for his hybrid approach, which
the House endorsed earlier this month by
only 218-214. -
"We will see over the next three years what
works and what does not work," DeLay said.
The House won one other major disagree-
ment; the Department of Transportation will
retain control over air security rather than the
Department of Justice, which the Senate had
favored. DOT traditionally enjoys chummy
relations with airlines, deferring at times to
commercial pressures rather than imposing
regulations; the Justice Department is a law-
enforcement agency, which senators thought
would be less likely to bow to the airlines.
To help pay for the increased security mea-
sures, the legislation would impose a $2.50 fee
per passenger for each airplane boarded, with
a maximum charge of $5 per one-way trip no
matter how many planes were boarded. The
maximum fee for a round-trip ticket would be
$10.
~}~~:\tJ~::Y'1'\!?;:;'-':-·~;~,_~,:>~.._~_~c.
". ~,.;.'By Jackie KoszCluk
Knight Ridder Newspapers
WASffiNGTON - The federal government
would immediately take charge of security at
most U.S. airports, including screening lug-
gage, under a deal announced Thursday by
congressional negotiator ...
The legislation would make government
employees, rather than security firms hired
by the airlines, responsible for keeping
weapons off airplanes. But it would phase in
screening of checked baggage over two years
~ delaying a solution to what many experts
believe is the biggest vulnerability in air trav-
el.
The breakthrough agreement cleared the
way for the Senate and the House of
Representatives to vote Friday on sweeping
legislation to tighten security in U.S. air trav-
el, eight weeks after terrorists hijacked four
airliners and attacked the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon with them, traumatizing the
nation.
Both chambers are expected to pass the
measure easily and President Bush should
sign it into law by Thanksgiving. Speaking for
the 'Bush administration, Transportation
Secretary Norm Mineta hailed the compro-
mise as "a major milestone in the creation of a
consistent, high quality nationwide aviation
security force."
To deter hijackers, the measure would
greatly increase the number of plainclothes
federal marshals assigned randomly to
flights, would require cockpit doors to be
reinforced and locked during flight and
would permit pilots to carry guns if pilots opt
to go through a training program. The first-
year cost of the added security measures is
put at $2.6 billion.
"As soon as the president signs it, we can
restore confidence in air safety," said Sen.
John McCain, R-Ariz.
The central issue holding up the bill had
been the status of baggage screeners.
The Senate had wanted to make all such
workers federal employees, but House con-
servatives and the White House fought to
allow private firms to keep doing the work
under strict government supervision.
Screening of bags and passengers is often
called the weakest link in air security.
Currently, airlines contract out the work,
usually to the lowest bidding firms. The
workforce is trained and paid poorly, and
annual turnover exceeds 100 percent at some
airports, according to the congressional
airports can take back control '
after three years; alternative
....;.;;...;;;...;;.~~.Uatabase of
~~V\.1!~Ui:~~~~Uler
//11\ ~J 0 nforcement
, ~ Natch lists;
..... ' "'trusted
passenger" list for frequent-
fliers; new links between
airline and Customs
'<\ ......•.~irplanesecurity\'(J Stronger cockpit
\ i·.'· ::Ioors;only flight
....... \~ crew in cockpit;
<-.~.,....."~...,,.;j ,ideo camera will
~"4X:~Qet pilots see
passengers; more
sky marshals; marshals on all
"high-risk" flights; weapons in
cockpits possible; switch for
flight crew to alert pilot
New passenger fee
$2.50 to $5 per flight
ffbNSJUft_m Dept. office
, 'or transportation security
e 2001 KRT Source:AP Graphic: Todd Lindeman
that will happen.
"That ought to give us enough time to
show that Western civilization is not going to
end by putting the federal government in
charge," said Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore.
Rep. Mike Honda, D-Calif., said, "It would
be very difficult for airports to opt out once
they have a good secure system in place."
The new screeners would not be permitted
to strike and are required to be U'S. citizens,
General Accounting Office.
Under the lawmakers' compromise, feder-
al supervisors would be deployed immediate-
ly and screening checkpoints would be
manned entirely by federal employees within
one year. Federal screening would continue
for two more years, but then airport authori-
ties could "opt out" and privatize security if
they chose.
But advocates of federal screening doubt
For those already afraid to fly, terrorism puts them over the edge
The fear of flying is usually
about "losing control," or
about "being away from a safe
place or safe person." After the
crash of TWA 800,some of her
clients said they would only fly
domestic flights from then on.
Owens said that with a plane
crash, there is an end - such as
a National Transportation
Safety Board report pinpoint-
ing the problem. Now, imagi-
nations are going wild.
On Sept. 12, she had an
appointment with a new client
who had scheduled the session
three months earlier.
"She canceled," Owen said,
"and I still haven't heard from
her."
She calledDelta Airlines to dis-
cuss arrangements for her
upcoming Florida trip.
"They were really, really
nice. TIley spent a lot of time
with me on the phone," she
said.
Experts say a fear of flying is
the second most common pho-
bia, second to a fear of speaking
in public.
TVproducer Aaron Spelling
won't fly;NBCToday film crit-
icGene Shalit reportedly had it
written into his contract that he
wouldn't have to travel by
plane. The fear is an anxiety-
based disorder, and can cause
tights chests, sweaty palms,
and all-out panic.
Owens, of Fly with the
Greatest of Ease,said, "I've had
people come to see me because
they've actually run off the
plane."
tional fear. It is a rational fear -
when there is not adequate
security on the plane - to have a
fear about terrorism," he said.
"We need to separate the two."
Tietjen, a property manager
in Hartford, Conn., took the Fly
with the Greatest of Ease
course three years ago, when
she wanted to go to her daugh-
ter's wedding in California.
Now, she has a routine. She
gets to the airport an hour-and-
a-half early, puts on head-
phones, and listens to a tape
that tells her to relax her mind,
relax her eyelids, and breathe.
From her classes, she knows
what each sound on an air-
plane means, even that
moment "when you take off,
and then it sounds like the
engines shut down."
Tietjen said she still has a lot
of faith in pilots and the planes.
days, said Jennifer Owens, a
psychotherapist and part-time
flight attendant, who runs the
Fly with the Greatest of Ease
progam. She said that for some,
the terrorist attacks confirmed
their fears were true.
To combat this, therapists
such as Owens and Diana
Ronell, who runs the Boston-
based Open Skies program for
fearful fliers, has been counsel-
ing clients since Sept. 11,partic-
ularly professionals who must
fly.
Of course, not all counselors
are so reassuring. Capt. Tom
Bunn, a former United Airlines
pilot who now sells a fear-of-
flying audiotape, and hosts
www.fearofflying.com said,
"What you were dealing with
before Sept. 11 was an irra-
hadn't flown for nine years
when, last year, she signed up
for Fly with the Greatest of
Ease, a Connecticut-based fear-
of-flying program that culmi-
nated with a "graduation
flight" to Baltimore. She was
going to fly,on her own, to Key
West, Fla., this winter.
"The first thing that went
through my mind was that I'm
not getting on' a plane again,"
said Perfetto, after the terrorist
attacks.
There is one twist. Those
who used to "pooh-pooh" her
phobia are now scared also.
"I feel like I'm part of a big-
ger club," said Perfetto. "It
makes me think I was right all
along. It's unfortunate."
That's probably a common
thought, for aviaphobics, these
By Jennifer Leyltz
The Protiidence [ournal
PROVIDENCE, RI. - Beth
. Perfetto started having night-
....mares the week before her
company was going to send
her on a business trip to Las
Vegas. Her heart raced; her
emotions were a roller coaster.
Finally, she had to tell her
employers the truth; she was
too scared to fly.
That was before Sept. 11.
Perfetto, a 32-year-old
human resources director, has
aviaphobia, a deep fear of fly-
ing. A 1980Boeingstudy found
that 1 in 6 people are uncom-
fortable with flying, but that 1
in 10are so scared they stop fly-
ing altogether.
Perfetto, of Meriden, Conn"
TESTING
from og. 1
RED CROSS
frompg.2
tative of Boise State University
I can honestly dismiss some-
thing like that when everyone
from the governor to some-
body who sweeps the streets
in downtown Boise is random-
ly chosen for drug tests," he
said.
In other ASBSU Senate
news, it was motioned' by
Senator Paul Nelson last week
to initiate impeachment pro-
ceedings against Senator
Brandon Alvarez, subject of
the Arbiter cover story
"ASBSU Senator ousted from
game," and who had missed
several Senate meetings.
Vice President Kara Janney
failed to recognize the motion,
saying that Alvarez had not
yet been approached regard-
ing his options.
who voted in favor, there's
some contention about the res-
olution's quick defeat.
"I thought it deserved more
of a chance. It was defeated in
the first reading, which hardly
ever happens. It's controver-
sial, but in my opinion it
deserved to make it into the
committee ... at least," said
Senator Lee Vanderboegh.
The resolution states that
"ASBSUofficers are represen-
tatives of students ...and Boise
State University as a whole
and therefore must be able to
reflect the prestige and honor
of the University and the stu-
dents."
Vanderboegh said he might
have voted in favor of the res-
olution had it made it further.
"I don't think as a represen-
stance, and "affect(s) a rer-
son's ability to handle com-
plex tasks and situations that
are similar to the duties of the
Associated Students."
Senator Chris Mathias dis-
sented to the resolution short-
ly after it was brought to the
table.
No one's job is being affect-.
ed right now by use of illegal
narcotics," said Mathias,
regarding his opposition to the
legislation. "I thought it was
morally irresponsible and fis-
cally' unfeasible. I've worked
for an employer that requires
drugs tests and it's expensive
and right now pinching pen-
nies, it's not the time to go
spending money on random
drug tests."
However, among the six
with the impression that all of
the contributions would be
used for victims of the attacks.
"It is the first time I know of
that they set up a separate fund,
and therein was their huge mis-
take," said Paul Clolery, editor-
in-chiefof the NonProfit Times,
a bimonthly trade paper.
When the Red Cross in the
past used big disasters to raise
funds for other purposes,
Clolery said,
"They always couched it in
phrases like' for this and other
disasters,' .which is the correct
way because you never know
how much money you are
going to need."
do you really have, how much
do you need, what are you
doing with it?" ,
The Red Cross isn't the only
organization that raised money
based on the Sept. 11 attacks or
other disasters to also use for
other purposes, said Bennett
Weiner, chief operating officer
of the Wise Giving Alliance of
the Better Business Bureau in
Arlington, Va.
"The more up-front they are
with specifics, the less likely
there will be controversies over
disbursements," Weiner said.
In the case of the Sept. 11
attacks, the Red Cross took the
unusual step of setting up a
separate fund, which left many
vices to everyone out of the
same pool of money, so I really
don't think it's misleading,"
lrby said. "Once people under-
stand it, they say, 'sure, that
makes a ton of sense:'
But money raised for the
Sept. 11 attacks may prove to
be an eye-opener for the public
and a lesson for Red Cross, said
Borochoff.
"People understand the
important role the Red Cross
plays in disaster relief, but I
think it will lead to some
healthy skepticism," Borochoff
said. "It won't be enough for
them to say 'give us some
money for this disaster.' People
will want to know how much
HISPANICS
frompg.3
quickly."
Improving access to med-
ical care, tailoring research
techniques, offering services
in Spanish and increasing
awareness of diseases are all
part of the national effort to
draw more Hispanics into
clinical trials.
"Hispanics are now the
largest minority population in
the country and rapidly grow-
ing," Szapocznik said; "What
we need are clinical trials with
enough Hispanics where we
can analyze the data and find
out if something works with
Hispanics." .' ,
Added Alejandrovof the
Diabetes Research :Institute,
"Education is the most impor-
tant step. We need a better
message out there on what
clinical research. is, a clear
understanding that we are try-
ing to improve things.
"Maybe it: will' not help
them, but in time itwill help
.others." .
and they refused to have any
contact with the family,"
. Szapocznik said. "The
Hispanic families wouldn't
take their kids there if there
would be no contact with the
families."
In nationally recognized
models developed since. that
time, Szapocznik has shown
that family therapy can effec-
tively prevent and correct all
sorts of problems in adoles-
cents.
Describing the importance
of a research and therapy
approach . tailored to
Hispanics, he talks about the
critical balance' researchers
must strike between respect .
and friendliness,
"This point-e<iUn1erpointis
very difficult to, achieve hilt is
very typical of our Hispanic
culture,". Szapocznik said.
"When you think about how
the. mainstream population
gets trained, they're trained to
be a little more distant. With
Hispanics you have to start a
little more distant but you
have t~ try to· connect· very
training. "Many times when
Hispanics like myself go off to
college we are taught how to
do things in a way that mayor
may not be sensitive to how
we need to work with
Hispanics," he said.
The University of Miami's
work has long shown what
the rest of the drug treatment
community has only realized
in recent years: Dealing with
the entire family is the most
effective way to prevent and
treat adolescent drug use.
Szapocznik's interventions
have been directed at
Hispanic families since t~
19705,even when he was tom'
by national drug control agen-
cies he was making a big mis-
take not .limiting therapy to
the individual teens. His
research teams had set out to
learn why there were few
Hispanics. in Miami's exten-
sive drug abuse programs, '
"There were a lot of
Hispanic adolescents .using
drugs, but the problem with
the programs is, they .were
very. indiVidually oriented
nationally," said Szapocznik,
who is director of the Center
for Family Studies in the
University of Miami's psychi-
atry department. "Because
most agencies get few
Hispanics, or don't have the
staff to take Hispanics into a
clinical trial, maybe they get a
few Hispanics who speak
English, but very few.
"So when you analyze the
data you never have enough
Hispanics to see if the inter-
vention worked with
His . ";pamcs.
Conducting a trial in
Spanish can be complicated.
"In other parts of the country
it's very nard to get the con-
centration of Hispanic profes-
sionals you need to conduct
trials," Szapocznik said. "Los
Angeles 'has 4 million
Hispanics, but the number of
Hispanic professionals' avail-
able to do clinical trials is very
small." .
Even uslng .' bilingual
Hispanic therapists and inter-
viewers, SzapOcznik places a
big emphasis ,on Cultural
orectal cancers, Trapido said.
"In some Hispanic popula-
tions - not the ones in South
Florida - stomach, cervical
and oral cancer are higher
than in white non-Hispanic
populations," he said.
The issue of Hispanic par-
ticipation has also moved to
the top of the agenda for clini-
cal trials on drug abuse treat-
ment. Later this month the
National Institute on Drug
Abuse, an arm of the National
Institutes of Health, is spon-
soring a conference on
"Bridging Science and Culture
to Improve Drug Abuse·
Research in Minority
Communities."
. Dr.' Jose Szapocznik of the
University of Miami, who has
conducted . research in
Miami's Hispanic communi-
ties for more than 25 years, is
chairing a minority interest
group of the National Institute
on Drug Abuse Clinical Trials
Network
"The amount of research
that has been done with
Hispanics is minuscule
to how to recruit minorities,"
said Davila, who takes a posi-
tion he describes as radical:
He believes the enormous
pressure to increase the num-
ber of minorities in studies
"becomes more divisive than
integrating," and looking at
_. socioeconomic status would
be more revealing. .'
, The current focus of the
Southeastern branch of
Networks in Action, which
covers the Carolinas to Florida
and includes Puerto Rico and
the U.S. Virgin Islands, is a
survey of Hispanic health-care
professionals and community
leaders to learn their attitudes
about clinical trials. and to
help develop educational pro-
grams. .
"We're already mentoring
students, providing them
opportunities to conduct
research among Hispanic
pop~ations," Trapido said.
, "The cancers with the high-
. est incidence· among
Hispanics are the same as for
non-Hispanics, including
-Jl.lung, prostate and col-
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Idaho Parks and Recreation
(208.34+4199) have three
Sawtooth rental yurts,
Sawtooth Mountain Guides
(208.774-3324<) also have three
rentals, and Sun Valley
Trekking (208.788-1966) have
five rentals available through-
out the winter. Call for reser-
vations and rates.
hoto courtesy of The Rec ~nter
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Winter yurts offer a snowy sanctuary
By Patrick Chetwood
Specialfbr The Arbiter
getaways for my friends and I.
Mostly because they enable us
to leave behind all of our
worldly distractions. All we
have to do is pack up the essen-
tials and not worry about
building a winter shelter.
Leaving us plenty of time to
do what is most important:
playing in the snow.
Boiseans are lucky enough
to have such an incredible yurt
selection so close to home, and
there are very few places in the
world that boasts such diverse
wilderness terrain like the
Sawtooths.
This locale is great for the
easygoing cross-country ski-
ing and snowshoeing set, and,
conversely, has the more tech-
nical stuff for backcountry
skiers and snowboarders. The
nice part about renting winter
yurts is they are easily accessi-
ble after a long day of fun in
snow.
Some yurts have steamy hot
springs nearby or sauna tents
with wood-burning hot tubs,
The crystal clean air is
sugar to my lungs and a bath
for my soul. My excitement is
almost unbearable after a good
night sleep, fueled by a hot
sauna the night before.
Waking up and stepping
out of a rental yurt, onto
William's Peak in the '
Sawtooth Mountains, is pure
nirvana. Especially with a few
feet of fresh snow blanketing
everything.
We are in a prime back-
country skiing place, with such
a spectacular view of the sun
rising over the White Cloud
Mountains, that it would sure-
ly make Buddha dance like Axl
Rose!
We click into our skis and
snowshoes and begin the first
ascent of many we will take in
a day at the William's Peak
Yurt.
Yurt· trips like this one,
have become annual winter
which are both guaranteed to mark skis and avalanche bea-
warm your bones after playing cons.
in the powder all day! In You owe it to yourself, after
essence, they are like a long semester, to head for the
Himalayan Holiday Inns right . mountains. So, say goodbye to
in our own backyard, the library and the downtown
Do you still have excuses bars for a weekend (they will
why you should not try a yurt be there when you get back),
this year? Maybe you are a and get out of town and enjoy
.mountain person that insists some true winter bliss.
on bringing a tent or building
a snow cave. Well, that's great,
but while you are building
your shelter, your friends will
already be playing in the fresh
snow or soaking in a hot tub
while sipping a warm bever-
age.
Maybe you think that, you
do not have the proper equip-
ment. Well, my comrades in
winter fun, you~ problems can
be solved at Boise State's
Outdoor Center, because they
have all of the proper gear you
need,
They rent snowshoes,
cross-country skis, snow shov-
els, probe poles, crampons, ice
axes, and coming soon, tele-
,,'X
:·.,/~:'.~~il(800)888-7544 to order your pass
.~/ ~"j;\~\""""""""'--"
• "i;, \ \ \. -, -,:,< VISA • MasterCard. American Express. Discover
• , i I '. '. '
Brundage Mountain near McCall, Idaho
*Brlng your current college l.d, to claim your pass
.;~~:~;
,Boise State University's
Outdoor Center
Located in the Student Union Building
Fall/Winter/Spring 2001-2002 hours: Monday-Saturday 3.:.7p.m.
They offer great student, faculty and alumni rental rates on win-
ter sports equipment including: ,
Snow supplies:
Snowshoes
Cross-country-skis, equipment and packages
Snake skins
Gaiters
Ice axes "
Climbingh~ets
Avalanche probe poles
Snow saws
Snow shovels
Ski jackets ,
Ski pants
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Hot springs
spell relief for-
weary students
By Tina Elayer
TlIeArbiter
November presents a win-
dow of opportunity for students
to escape from their urban cav-
erns and bask in glorious pools
of hot water.
And nothing's better for
relaxing away the stresses of
daily woes, than a nice soak in
mystical pools of geothermal
steam. All of this and more can
be found near beautiful Garden
Valley. Just take Highway 55 to
Banks then head east (right) on
Highway 21. This is the gate-
way to all of these hot spots.
Pine Flats:
Drive about 23 miles to a
campground nestled in the trees
on the right side of the road.
The trail begins at the bot-
tom of the campground, and
then winds along the Payette
River for about a mile. Steam
can be seen on the last leg.
Visitors can settle for the small
springs they encounter immedi-
ately, or follow the riverbank
around a big rocky crag to the
best and the biggest.
Two pools flow from a hot-
cold waterfall over the backside
of the rocky crag. There's a
large boulder, flattened on the
top, which begs to be sat on.
Recline in this nature-made
chair and treat. yourself to a
detoxicating back massage.
Caution: This spot can be
hard to get to after heavy snow-
fall.
Kirkham Hot Springs:
If you're not up for a long
hike, this is the perfect place.
Continue past Pine Flats to
Lowman, and take a left at the
dead-end, then continue about
five more miles to the Kirkham
Campground.
Depending on snow levels,
people can drive right up to the
top of 'ihese springs. Parking
costs $3 near the springs, but is
free on the road.
This spot is well used, but
there are many pools large and
small to accommodate the mass-
es. Hot waterfalls and Jacuzzi-
style pools make this hot spring
a guaranteed crowd-pleaser.
A huge fire that burned its
way through the valley several
years ago has marred the sur-
rounding environs. Elk can be
seen in this area, as it is a great
place for them to graze.
Bonneville:
Another fun hot spring is
located 19 miles northeast of
Lowman. This spot requires a
Look for questions in the Monday issues of the Arbiter.
The answers are in Thursdays issue. Contest rules can be
found on the Classified page.
short trek (about two ~iles),
where the trail opens into a
large meadow teeming with hot
water channels.
. A large rusti~ bathhouse
hides an old enamel tub that eas-
ily fits two people comfortably.
Farther down the hill, all the
channels converge and create
three to six large soaking pools.
The water varies in tempera-
ture, but all of the pools are at
least warm. This hot spring
takes the longest to get to, but is
the most rewarding. The hike
meanders through some great
forests, crowned by mountains
in all directions.
So pack up your vehicle with
some towels, warm clothes, and
whatever else floats your boat,
and head to these sublime geot-
hermal pools.
. .
. OON'r G.ETIEF~ OUT IN THE COLD!
, ',' <, •••.. .'
College students ALWAYS get a
discounted season pass at Bogus Basin
for $199-just bring in your college '/0.
Or 'first-timers' can leam-to-ski/board with
our Passport Program (includes 4
lessons, equipment rentals all season,
, AND a Bogus Basin
season pass) for$1991
Call 208-332-5100 for Christmas Break lesson schedules
\WiW.bogusbasin.com for more hot deals on equipment leases,
learn-to-skilboard programs, and resort infonnation
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Big Mountain
Pull day$47
(J2O tIuousb 12/21/01)
Half day 139 (1fUr Ipm)
intel1=~creati-·'-~
MarahaIl Mountain
l'ulIdayl19
Half day srs
LookOutPua
ColIetle Studmt .. IID
Wcekmd Pull dayI3l
12:30- cIooe '16
Mid...a Pull dayttB
12:30-dooe'14
~
______ ~---...JI
OREGON
BruneJairc Mountain
9:30 - 4:30 $34
1:00 - 4:30 $26
CoIIegc diIoounll on Season Pu.
WWIIIl:~com
t
\
\
WYOMINGt'
Mt. Bachelor Sid Resort
Full day $42
12-4136
Holiday
Full day $45
www.mtbadldor.com
Grand Targhee
9:00-4:00 $47
Half day
12:30 -4:00 '34
www.gradlJU&hce.com
Pomerelle Mountain Resor
Full day 9:30-4:00 '25 r--~,-4~L_--1
Day-Night 9-.30 -10:00 '30
Night Pu. 4:00 - 10:00 '15
www.pomerdIe-mtn.com
IDAHO
Pebble Creek
All day ,27
Half-day '20
WWIIIl:pcbleaeclalkiuca.com
..')~:tl,!\·."\
This map was not Inteded for acurate driving Instruction, please
refer to a real map to locate you destination. For more Information
on each ski area please see the contact Information posted with each area.
Alta
FulldayS38
Half day $29
Snowbird/AilS multi-pan '68
~:!::h!.t:..cc::n
UTAH
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Extreme skiing has never
looked so dangerous
By I, Patrick Kelly
The Arbiter
For those of you looking for
high-flying good times and spectac-
ular extreme skiing footage, look no
further, because Colorado-based
Matchstick Productions' latest
endeavor, "High Society: Ski Movie
2," is now available on. video, and
defmitely feeds the addiction of the
voyeuristic thrill-seeker in all of us.
"High Society" features amazing
cinematography and some of the
craziest ski footage ever document-
ed. On location in Bella Coola,
British Columbia, a rugged coastal
mountain region, Matchstick's team
of professionals finds extreme ski-
ing bliss.
Thanks to the lift of a helicopter,
launched from a t io-foot yacht
moored in the Northwest Passage,
and only Polaroid photos to guide
them, extreme skiers Seth
Morrison, Shane McConkey and a
few other nuts, go for big-air off
monster cliffs at high speeds. Living
vicariously throu~h the unbridled
action of the skiers is obviously
Matchstick's modus operandi for
this incredible sequence.
Not only do boys have fun in
"High Society," skier Wendy Fisher
proves that "girls kick ass" too in
the world of extreme skiing by
~lissading over cliffs and craggy
races at breakneck speeds.
The film also features some
amazing freestyle footage from
beautiful Whistler Mountain in
British Columbia and Copper
Mountain in Colorado.
In a modern spectacle of skiing
debauchery, the film then showcases
a flamboyant night jumping session,
which includes a crane-cam, go-go
dancers gyrating on towers, a giant
disco ball and an impressive display
of pyrotechnics.
Matchstick pushes documentary
filmmaking to the brink of insanity
in "High Society," with a base jump-
ing sequence in Valdez, Alaska.
Where a group of consenting
lunatics, high atop the Arctic Circle,
hit some serious G-forces after
jumping off frozen towering cliffs.
This footage is guaranteed to send
those of you who are afraid of
heights, into a possible coma.
In addition, "High Society" gives
fair play to the snowmobile set,
especially when Jim Ripkey amaz-
ingly backflips his sled at a high
rate of speed and succeeds. The
movie also proudly documents his
e io-foot world-record distance
jump.
On a goofier note, interjected
throughout the movie, are the
antics of Matchstick's alcoholic
posterchild, Saucer Boy. This men-
tal deficit appears to be constantly
lost in remote wintry locales, in
part to his strong liking of sour
mash whiskey. These annoying
interludes definitely cheapen the
movie; but he seems to be a main-
stay in all of Matchstick's produc-
tions.
"High Society: Ski Movie 2" is a
must see for ski fans and anyone
else who likes to watch other pe0-
ple take extreme chances.
Note: This movie is a great
stocking-stuffer for the ski fanatics
on your list this holiday, just ask
Saucer Boy.
THE MOUNTAIN IS
WAITING
STUDENT SKI SPECIAL
Students enjoy a terrific deal on lodging at Elkhorn,
Hotol rooms start at $25 per person, por night, based
on four people per room, Or reserve a condominium
for $36 per person, per night, with an occupancy of six
people (three night minimum), Check in mid-March for
discounted Student Lift Ticket rates - they'll be at the
ticket window with a valid college student 10 for $43,
Packages .sre based on availability and prices are subject to change.
Restrictions apply and taxes are not Included.
GO TO: WWW,ELKHORNRESORT,COM OR CALL 1.BOO.ELKHORN FOR RESERVATIONS
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Snowy "daze'land starry
nights in McCan, Idaho
Winter Carnival.fun for aU ages
McCall Winter Carnival a
75-year-<>ldtradition returns to
the dazzling winter wonderland
of McCall, Idaho, The to-day
long festival commences on Jan.
26.
Day one, of the McCall
Winter Carnival begins with
the wild and crazy "Mardi Gras
Parade" at high noon.
After the parade, stroll
through town to check out the
spectacular snow sculptures,
sure to make you smile, laugh
and stand in awe.
End your day with a fun-
filled night at the game tables of
Monte Carlo Casino Night.
Set in the idealistic setting of
downtown McCall and the sur-
rounding area, one is sure to be
swept into the Christmas card
beauty and the Norman
Rockwellwarmth.
The McCall Wmter Carnival
is best-known for the amazing
snow sculptures that decorate
,.......
the town. Varying in size from a
large home to doghouse size,
each one is unique.
The incredible artistry and
imagination of the scenes creat-
ed out of snow are sure to
delight the minds of young and
old. Created by local and out-of-
area artists they are not to be
missed.
Maps to help you locate all
the sculptures, describing the
piece of art and listing the
artist's names are available at
the downtown McCall informa-
tion booth.
The first week of the festival
focuses on the Mardi Gras
theme, while the second week is
entitled Snow Daze. The Snow
Daze theme centers on all the
different ways to play in the
snow.
Brundage Mountain, located
eight miles from McCall, offers
challenging slopes and stunning
vistas. Brundage will be hosting
onda, &Thursdav
"Take Your Daughter to the
Slopes";demo skis will be avail-
able along with free lessons.
If downhill is not your style,
then check out the Little Ski Hill
or Ponderosa State Park, where
you can don cross-country skis
or hike on snowshoes.
Ponderosa State Park will
have cross-country demo skis
available and free lessons.
If you prefer in-door sports,
make sure to check out the new
McCall Ice Rink Demos will be
available throughout the week-
end.
Everyday fun activities
include: snow sculpture viewing,
sleigh rides, snowmobiling, ell,
viewing, snowshoeing, and both
nordic and alpine skiing.
There are activities for all
ages, Teen Dances on the week-
. end, Music on Main Street, a
Wine Tasting and Charity
Auction, the ever-popular Hairy
Beard and Sexy Leg Contest,
i,~
D
the Kid's Snowman contest, the
not-to-be-missed Snowshoe
Golf and Bingo,just to mention
a few.
Little did Cory Engen, local
resident and Olympic ski cham-
pion know, that his revolution-
ary idea of 1924< would turn
into such a success.His goal was
to help cure the winter blues,
and liven up the town. Seventy-
fiveyears later over 100,000 vis-
itors annually enjoy the fun and
frolic of the McCall Winter
Carnival.
For a
events check out McCall's
Chamber of Commerce web site
www.mccall-
idchamber.orgl toplay Icarni-
vall, or call (208)634-7631.
If you are planning to attend
and stay overnight, make your
reservations soon; many lodg-
ing places are already booked
full.
The McCall Winter Carnival
is an annual event that will
remind you how fun winter can
be. Once "Carnival-bitten," yOIl
will find yourself returning
detailed schedule of year after year.
photos courtesy of International Programs
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Students do the Bogus Basin snowdance
By Drew Jansen
Special to The Arbiter
There are seven lifts: two
high-speed quads, one triple
chair, four double chairs and a
towrope for the old-schoolers.
And once again, there is ample
topography to choose from on
Bogus' terrain-park, which is
popular with area residents
because of its accessibility and
affordability
Bogus Basin is Boise's pre-
miere ski area ,and has a great
. reputation of offerin~ excellent
deals for all snowriders, and
most importantly, for students
of all ages. So, like last year, the
resort is offering a season pass
to students for $199 with a cur-
rent student ID; making it well
worth the money if you plan on
spending .some time on the
mountain this season.
There is also the Passport
Program for beginners. This
award-winning program
includes four lessons, rental
equipment for the entire year
and a season pass after you are
through with the lessons for
$199.
For someone who wants to
learn to ski or snowboard, but
has limited funds like so many
The leaves are falling off the
trees, the clouds are rolling in
and the air is getting cooler.
This not only signals the end of
temperate fall weather, but the
begmning of a new snowboard
and ski season at Bogus Basin.
True, the snow hasn't stuck
yet, but even so, the opportuni-
ties for deals and daydreaming
have.
The resort is unveiling a new
black-diamond run this season,
which is called Sunbeam (No.
49). It is located between
Superior and Triumph, and can
be accessed off the Lodge Cat
Track.
Located just 16 miles up
Bogus Basin road from down-
town, the resort offers 2,600
acres of ski worthy terrain dur-
ing the day and 90 acres at
night.
The resort plans to open in
late November, with the lifts
operating from 10- a.m. to 10
p.m., except on weekends and
holidays when the chairs start at
9 a.m.
Exploring Yellowstone
One Last Time
B.y Arbiter staff
One of the greatest winter landscapes in the western United States
resides only a few hours away from Boise State University in Yellowstone
National Park.
The nation's first park is a sight to behold. This winter wonderland
abounds with something different: buffalo, to the beauty of Old Faithful,
or the boughs of the evergreens heavily burdened with snow.
If you have not had the opportunity to visit Yellowstone in the winter,
you may want to make plans t~is year. This win tel' will be ~meof the l~st
winters outdoor enthusiasts will be able to enJoy the park Via snowmobile,
Surprisingly, the price for such a winter vacation can be rather afford-
able. Many packages are available ranging from $79 per da.¥,(based on
double occupancy - mcludes hotel room and-a double snowmobile with one
tank of gas) on up.
About 350 miles of groomed trails inside the Park make it easy for the
beginner to travel lots of miles ,per day, safe and comfortable. Plus, there
are many hundred of miles of trails outside the park that can take you to
the most pristine valleys to the top of the continental divide.
If you go ...
Make reservations earlyl The best rates are available Sunday through
Thursday and the Christmas season gets very busy.. . .
Bring plenty of warm clothes. Thermal underwear IShighly recom-
mended. Check with your snowmobile rental facility,they may have snow-
suits included in the package or for rent.
Do not wear tenms shoes; this is the best way to catch frostbite. A good
pair of hiking boots with wool socks can do in a pinch but keep them dry.
Ask if a lunch is 'provided. Some rental stores wi!! have day tripS and
include a lunch. EIther way, you will need something to eat mid-day
Riding a snowmobile requires some physical work, especially if you get
stuckl
For more information ...
http://www.yellowstonenationalpark.net/index.htm
http://www.yellowstonevacations.com/.
http://visitmt.com/ categories/ city.asp?CityID=S50
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college students do, this is a
great way to get helpful lessons,
proper gear advice, plus a season
pass; all for the price of a regu-
lar student season pass.
Similarly, there is the Bogus
Basin Mountain Discover
Program. It is geared toward
intermediate skiers and snow-
boarders who already have their
own gear and need some more
advice or a refresher course on
getting down the mountain.
The program offers four, more
thorough, intermediate lessons,
also with a season pass for $299.
If, however, lessons and pass-
es aren't in your plans,' a day of
riding for adults ages 12-69,
which lasts from 10 a.m, to 10
p.m., costs $37, and a morning
half-day ticket, which is good
from 10 a.m. to 1p.m. runs $20.
Night skiing is always popular
with students and is available
from 1 p.m. to 10 p.m., and costs
$28, while it is only $20 from 1·
p.m. to 10 p.m.
On Saturday, Sunday and hol-
idays, the mountain opens at 9
a.m, Kids, ages 7-11, get in for
$10 at anytime, and for those
under 6 and over 70, admission
BOISE STATE
UNIVERSITY
OUTDOOR
CENTER
is always free. technician Preston Woods.
Little and big kids alike, who The terrain-park will only
wish to go big and slide far, can get better as more snow falls,
also enJoy the terrain-park making the jumps and landings
option. Traditionally, the begin- more favorable, as well the con-
ning of the year does not pro- ditions on all of the runs.
duce enough immediate snow to With prices designed to fit
create the big kickers and table- everyone's budget and a great
top jumps that many of us deal on student passes, when the
crave, but there will be a more outdoors call this winter, Bogus
extensive hand rail section than is easily accessible and a fun
last year to make up for the lack place to answer the call.
of early season jumps. For up-to-date information
'We've got all sorts of shapes about snow conditions at Bogus
and sizes of rails that should be Basin, log on to their website at
ready by opening day," said park www.bogusbasin.com.
photo courtesy of International Programs
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Check Out Our Winter Specials
Get a 12 day rental for the price of 4,
that's a 66% savings
12/22/01 -113102
Snowshoes, X-Country Skis,
Camping Supplies and more
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